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Gaspar de Portola first stopped in the "Valley of the Bears, " 
now known as Los Osos Valley, on his way north to establish the 
Monterey Presidio in 1769. Three years later Padre Junipero 
Serra, determined to establish his fifth mission in the verdant 
and fertile valley, left Monterey with a pack train headed for 
San Diego. Padre Serra began the trek southward from Monterey 
to San Lu is Obispo accompanied by a Padre, who was to be in 
charge of the new Mission, two Indian assistants, and a few 
soldiers for the Mission guard. 
I FinST THEnE W!S THE MISSION • I 
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A short distance from the "Valley of the Bears," Padre Serra, on September 1, 1772, blessed the Mission site, 
erected the Holy Cross, and sang the first Mass. 
With the aid of Indians in the area, Padre Cavalier and his assistants erected the first Mission chapel of logs. 
Padres at Mission San Luis Obispo worried about the threat of fire, for the log building had a tule roof. 
After several fires, set by hostile Indians shooting flaming arrows into the roof, destroyed all but the chapel and 
the grain shed, an adobe building was erected and tile was utilized for the roofing - the first tile-roofing to 
be used by any of the Missions. 
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Located between the present towns of Pismo Beach and Arroyo Grande - Mr. Price used the up­
stairs of his home as classrooms for the education of his thirteen children . 
John M. Price came to San Luis Ob ispo County in 1837 and is generaly believed to have been the 
first non-Spaniard to settle in the county. The Mexican Governor appointed him Alcalde - the first 
"gringo" to be so honored. Mr. Price served as Justice of the Peace for many years - was a member 
of the first vigilance committee - built the first schoolhouse in the county. 
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Located on the corner of what is now Osos and Higuera Streets ­
Senor Garcia constructed his beautiful two story adobe home on one of the 
main streets of old San Luis Obispo: It was one of the first buildings in 
the old town. 
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I !ND THEN THEHE W!S C!L-PCLY • 
Myron Angel, who came to California in 1849 and to San Luis 
Obispo in 1883, fought vigorously for a school in San Luis Obispo 
which would "teach the hand as well as the head." His efforts 
successful and in 1901, just fifty-one years after Californ ia 
admitted to the Union as a state, the state legislatore estab­
lished Cal Poly as an occupational training school. 
Two years later, in 1903, Cal Poly opened its doors 
to students. 
The Governor, in 1924, threatened to close Cal 
Poly for budgetary reasons, but the efforts of alumni 
and Assemblyman MacMillan saved the college for 
the time. Again in 1932, 
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With this 
mind, we dedicate 1958 
EL RODEO to the found­
ers of the 
founders of 
Ob ispo, and the found­
ers of California 
Polytechnic College. 
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(PnESIIIENT'S MESS!CE II I I I I 
Today's students rightfully look to the future. So did the Padres 
of historic San Luis Obispo Mission and so did the pioneers of this 
progressive community. Why, then, should we look back? Why 
concern ourselves with the historical? 
The Mission founders taught occupational skills along with 
lessons in citizenship and spiritual values. Theirs was probably the first vocational edu­
cation in the West. From it, they created a loyal community which believed in the dignity 
of work as well as the worthwhileness of cultural knowledge. 
Their kind of functional education was purposeful to historic times . And today the 
Cal Poly "learn by doing" philosophy is even more purposeful to modern t imes. 
That this philosophy has proved successful is no accident. Its historical precedents, established in this com­
munity's early years, have been affirmed for almost two centuries. lhus, we at Cal Poly look to the future with 
faith - · - knowing that our historical foundations are solid. 
Julian A. McPhee 
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The McPhee family moved into the President's home in the summmer of 1933. · For many years, whi le the college was small, 
a family-like atmosphere prevailed and the social life of students and staff centered in and around the McPhee home. 
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• • • !DMINISTn!TICN • • • 
Robert E. Kennedy 
Dean, 
Arts and Science Di ivsian 
Mary Etta B. Murray 
Associate Dean of Students 
Francis S. Allen 
Head Librarian 
Harold 0 . Wilson 
Administra tive Dean, 
Student and College Affairs 
Vard M. Shepard 
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Dr. Douglass W. Miller 
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George G. Clucas 
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Robert M . Bostrom Dr. Harry Grace Owen L. Servot ius Eugene Rittenhouse 
Graduate Manager Associate Dean, Counseling General Office Head Placement Officer 
Leroy B. Hughes C. Paul Winner James B. Landreth Dr. E. D. Lovett 
Director af Athletics Associate Dean, Admissions Administrative Assistant, Personnel College Physician 
Donald S. Nelson Howard D. Watts John D. Lawson James S. Wilkinson 
Business Manager Housing Manager Associate Dean, Activities Off-Campus Housing Supervisor and 
Financial Aid Supervisor 
Dan Morris Thomas A. Lambre 
Residence Supervisor - Counselor Registrar 
,­
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SCHCCL BECINSI I I I I I 
" What's the matter up there? Why don ' t they get moving?" 
Several hundred Poly students give thanks for their educationa l opportun ities. 
Back to classes! Students return to work with 
renewed enthusiasm after listening to an in­
spiring convocationa l message by President 
McPhee. 
Pres ident McPhee takes time out to announce 
the latest World Series score during the 1957 
Convocations assembly. 
All so rt s of people turn up at Welcome Week i 
" Hmm . .. Sounds like a good deal! Where con I cash in on this thing you call 'ROTC'?" 
Sonja Woods, Welcome Week Queen, takes 
port in the fun. 
Suedes get dirty fast in the out-of-doors, many 
campers discovered. 
"Uh ... You wont to try that again?" 
""Oh, c mon! Wind it up and let us go swimming! " 
Lecture time at Welcome Week Camp. 
A Welcome Week donee . Dress? CASUAL, of course. Joan Newcomer explains a few things. 
!CniCULTUnE DIVISION 
The Agricultural Division of Cal Poly prepares students with a broad and full under­
standing of the basic factors involved in production, management, and marketing, together 
with the necessary skills for efficient operation. The Agricultural Division is the largest 
division, geographically, on campus. 
Vernon H. Meacham " Ralph 0 . Bille 
James F. Merson, Head 
Robert Matheny Clive 0 . Remund 
!~niCULTUn!L EN~INEEniN~ 
faculty . . . seniors 
MECH!NIZED !~niCULTUI1E 
~ 
Louis E. Le Bay 
Glenn W. Solo 
Raymond E. Garza Douglas E. Gerard T. E. Wales 
Glenn W. Rich Will iam M. Kirkpatri ck Willard H. Loper 
Robert B. Cameron Ray L. Carter David Cayton Theodore F. Cherron John C. Dalton W illiam G. Davies Robert L. Dembrage 
Robert E. Dixon Melvin W. Fisher Jack E. Hodges Matt A. Kelsey Donald S. Kobayashi Alex H. McGilvray Dona ld R. M itchell 
Gaynell E. Mulford Mohammad T. Nooraei Richard Russell Henry R. Schmutz Vard P. Shepard M ichael S. Simmons Everett H. Warnock 
W illiam L. Wilkinson Eugene R. Johnson Farakh Aghevli Dale Creasey Andrew W. Farrar 
Virgil L. Backlund Jay L. Bibler Ginstein Caicedo Robert J. Du l itz Roger L. Hoff Paul L. Haug Douglas N. King 
Donald B. McCann Charles E. Sipes Ulah E. Smith Jr. 
... agricultural engineering seniors 
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!CRICULTUR!L ENCINEERINC SOCIETY 
Row one, left to right, M. Simmons, D. Keener, A. Salehi, J. Smith, G. Camero, B. Alvares. Row two, K. Waters , B. Clerk, J . Vieira , M. Rajatapiti, G. DeSouza, 
G. Rudy . Row three , P. Ramirez, G. Mulford, W. Beckman, S. Green, F. Pitkin. Row four, W. Reed , R. Dyer, J. Bogner, H. Schmutz, A. Farrar, A. lou. Row five : 
J. Birdman, J . Mallory, T. Thee, N. Richardson, A. Knuth. Row six , J. McGrath, C. LaValle, C. Nigl, R. Fincham, J. Sherer, R. Gaber. 
Cliff operates a generator and regulator tester - some of the Ag Engineering 
Department"s elaborate test equipment. 
Three Ag Engineering students ponder happily over the innards of a diesel 
engine. 
Glenn Rich, A.E. instructor, orients one of our foreign students in the use 
af the Corn Platner. 
Row 1: G. Rich, Advisor; W. Wilkinson, E. Sipes. Row 2 : l. Ross, B. Cameron , J . Crews, J. Wetsphal , C. Vallejo . Row 3 : R. Miller, D. Cayton, P. Haug, J . Hodges, 
E. Warnock, N. Olson . Row 4: B. Dulitz, A. Hutchinson, J . Kl ing, J. Brass , U. Smith, R. Dixon. Raw 5: G. M~ i burg, R. Hall, J . Dalton, R. Carter, R. Perkins, T. Cherran. 
Row 1: C. E. Sipes, Pres. ; G. Rich, Advisor; E. Warnock , Vice Pres. Raw 2 : 
N. Olson, Sec.; C. Godsey, R. Fincham. Row 3: F. Angel , T. Carter, W. 
Squires, J . Braas, E. Salter. 
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING SOCIETY disseminates 
knowledge of engineering and mechanization as ap­
plied to agriculture . A. E. Society also encourages stu­
dents to participate in college activities which will 
benefit them in development of future professional 
careers . 
T. Meyer 
lymann l. Bennion, Head R. Harris S. Coll ins D. Nelson 
!NIM!L HUSB!NDnY 
faculty . .. seniors 
Dr. l. Bucy 
R. Johnson 
Dr. R. Anderson T. Brannum 
R. Birkett 
Clifford A. Anderson Jr Wabern Barnes Robert W. Bates Jr. Mervyn C. Becker John W. Brock Tommie L. Brown Donald J. Co rroll 
Thomas T. Cattell Laurence A. J. Dietzel Richard G. Drewry Laurence E. Enos Larry Esacove Michael J. Frazee 
Donald Freeborn Richard E. Gregg Harlan B. Griswold Jr. Aubrey Harris William J. Harvey Mark Hirni Larry A. Holm 
animal husbandry - faculty . . . seniors 
Will iam W. Huth Walter G. Johnson 
H. McLachlin Charles R. Jordan William JusticeW. Gibford E. Bloom 
John E. King Rodney P. Kromann William J. Leonard Jr. Raymond I. Levine Darol Lloyd Walter J. Mackl in William Eden Meals 
Jerome 0. Miller Nile L. Morris Brad Nussbaum Ernest Pace Frank J . Paneno Jake Reed Gary K. Rose 
Donald E. Sandridge Ernest T. Sebby Ben Sedqwick Keith Smith Graham Sorensen Robert W. Stewart 
Sheridan Stimson Wilbur K. Strong Robert L. Thornton Robert Towers, Jr. John Trimmell William Turri John 0 . Varian 
Edward J. Vitzthum 
Marion A. Sechler 
Thomas 0. Wight Lamond Woods 
... animal husbandry seniors 
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~CCTS &SPUnS CLUB 
Row one, left to right , D. Anderson, B. Collins , V. Rentchler, 
J. Hampton Day, M. Smoot, C. Kaufman. Row two, L. Fanning, 
M. Mueller, T. Babb, A. Goatcoat, E. Mentwel. Row three, 
E. Tully, F. Gilbert, B. Nussbaum, T. Swanson, S. Peszynski, 
L. Armstrong. Row four, S. Nelson, B. Kuhnau, J. Reed, 
D. Tullock, S. Melford, J. Redo, C. Matheson, J . Gage r. 
"Wal, now! Ain't they purty?" 
Row one, lett to right , T. Cattel, D. Snyder, D. Coyer, G. Ross, 
L. Riedman, P. Grill. Row two , Barnard, G. Rose, S. Tyler, 
M. Bache, C. McPherson , D. Smith. Row three , D. Rickansrud, 
L. Woods, 0 . Eisfrunt, B. Harvey. Row four, J. Lacey, B. 
Towers, D. Rychebosch, R. Washburn, L. Hunter, A. Morehead. 
Row five, L. Holmes, V. Chapman, D. Reider, L. Brack, L. 
II 
general-truck field-fruit• • • CROPS • • • 
Neil C. Lillibridge 
John P. Cutler 
Norman S. Braga Robert R. Crolley Robert Emponte Fortunato Gooiran Ronald B. Burk 
Kenneth R. Hayes Robert Heffron Laurence L. March Hideto NozokiHomdolloh 
Roy W. Reeves James W. Sistrunk Michael Toomey Kenyon D. Beatty Charles H. CraigGarwin Keith Sousa 
Osca r E. Reece 
John W. Talbott 
Rolph M. Vorh ies 
Reynold H. Lonborg 
Stanton Gray 
Howard Rhoads 
A. Overland 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Row 1, left to right, B. DeBudge, R. Sultan, M. Mohomad, R. Vorhies, instructor; W. Garrett, R. Heffron , H. Sheifa, G. Tona, K. Hamdallah, A. Andormani . 
Row two, H. Mottahedeh , D. Rose, B. Gille it, A. Omid , K. Beatty, R. Burk, C. Arosteguy, M. Muafa, l. March, G. Brittan, E. Clement. Row three , W. 
Troutner, faculty advisor; M. Fogoragan, N. Fa llah, T. Yaghamb, H. Noza ki, N. Campbell , P. Maxey, D. Hayes, G. Smith, D. Nevins, l. Killinger, 
M. Fazl , R. Combs, Dr. 0 . E. Reece, instructor. Back row, R. H. Lonberg, instructor; J. Sistrunk, J . Galloway, F. Aguon, R. Neff, S. Gray, faculty advisor; 
T. Boroe, M. Toomey, T. Thomson, G. Sousa. 
CnCPS CLUB 
The Crops Club provides scholastic, social, and 
extra -curricular activities for its members. 
The Fall Barbecue, Poly Royal display, and the 
Spring Banquet are among the Crops Club 's traditional 
activities . 
Officers. Row one, left to right, R. Heffron, J. Sistrunk, K. Hayes, G. "Oh Grandmother, you look lovely! " The Crops Club's Homecoming 27 
Sousa. Row two, l. Killinger, D. Nevins, G. Smith, G. Briton, W. /'oracle float depicted the original and the latest coeds. 
• • • D!InY • • •faculty seniors 
husbandry- manufacturing 
Heulan Brown Howord M . Dobney Allen L. Dick 
Harmon Toone, Head Carl R. Nelson 
Norman A. Gomes Byron D. Gregory Walter W. Johnson 
Warren VanderhuleLouie A. Manzoni 
Kenneth D. Boyle Jack L. Albright 
Kenneth Winters David C. Arke l ls James E. Dolan 
Charles McGowne Ralph S. Wicke 
Jack Robinson E. M cGlasson 
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Row 1, left to right: G. Renger, E. Griese!, J. Montez, B. Burk, R. Domingvez, V. Abocherli, R. Gonzalez, D. Seaberg, A. Dick, H. Dabney. Row 2: R. Taylor, 
J. Dorr, J. Dolan, G. Taylor, M. Sanchez de Lozada, K. Rhodes, D. Lord, B. Gregory, R. Thomas, B. Porter, G. Oberkarper. Row 3: W. VanderHule, K. Winters, 
C. Taylor, P. Nyberg, T. Nunes, A. Davila, V. Lanini, N. Dyche, H. Beach, C. Toy lor, M. Reilly, H. Brown. Row 4: H. Toone, Advisor; K. Burnquist, D. Rogers, J. 
McDonald, A. Olinger, T. Gashler, D. Zampedri, F. Jacinto, H. Eastham, J. Small, R. Wicke, E. McGlasson. 
D!InY CLUB 
Dairy Products Judging Team with recent awards. 
Left to right, E. McGlasson C. Otsuka, R. Abacherli, C. McGowne, H. 
Smith 
Drink it down! Dairy Products Judging team in action. 
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Officers. Row one: B. Thomas, pres. Row 
two: J. Montez, V. Pres. Row three: H. 
Eastham, Sec. Row four, left to right: 
F. Jacinto, Trees.; A. Dick, Rep. 
Los Lecheros, "The Milkmen ", 
is comprised of Cal Poly's dairy 
husbandry and dairy manufac­
turing students. Members of 
this club make up the various 
dairy cattle and dairy products 
judging teams which took sev­
eral honors across the nation. 
The national team came home 
from Waterloo, Iowa, with third 
place, and ·were subsequently 
rated second in the nation after 
a sweeping win at the Grand 
National Livestock Exposition in 
San Francisco in the fall. 
Judging Team (Grand National), Standing left to right: Dr. J. Albright, W. Barnes, B. Burk, R. Thomas, 
W. Gomes. 
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J . Bromley 
Wallace W. Brawn 
Louie Espo rzo 
F!RM 
M!N!CEMENT 
faculty . .. seniors 
Worner K. Parker John Rehback 
I 
C. Beck D. Chose 
Stephen L. Th igpenPOULTRY HUSE!NDRY 
William A. Retze r 
Oscar Trippel Jr. 
Douglas C. Ferebee Donald S. Hawkins 
A. Corter 
Dole E. May N. Mike Maxness 
E. Meares 
• 
R. Leach 
John M. Thomas John G. Zamora 
L. Sonkaff 
Da niel Shuste r 
Front row, \eft to right, B. Trippel, W. Buxton , P. Hereso, D. Ford, K. Beach, B. M cCorkle, L. Esparza. Second row, T. Bowles, B. McFadden, R. Maha n, G. Kl iewer, 
W. Brown, B. Cooper, M. Phillips, S. Porker, D. Bryant. Third row , B. Roberts, D. Patton, B. Yule, J. Kell ne r, A. Starr, J . Rehbock, J .G. Kennedy, D. Wilson, B. 
Anderson , H. Freetly. Fourth row, W. Gray, J . Trygstad , B. Retzer, R. McCanna . 
F!RM M!N!CEMENT CLUB 
Fellowship among Farm M anagement majors and 
other students with an interest in managing agricul­
tural enterprises is the purpose and result of the Farm 
Management Club. This fell owship is particularly evi­
dent at the club 's trad itional banquets and barbecues, 
and during the float construction as shown below. 
Office rs. Row one, left to right, B. Tule, sec.; D. Ford , t reas.; B. Tri ppel, Farm Management students manage Ia burn a few gallons of midn ite 
pres . Raw two, B. Retze r, vice pres .; D. Bryant, a ctivi ties rep.; J . a il in preparing thei r 1957 Homecoming Parade ~ntry. 
Trygstad , Ag Cou~ 
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pres.; 
trees .; 
head; 
Row 1, left to right : D. Hawkins, B. Famin i. Row 2: B. Ba iley, lnstr.; M. Moxness, J . Givens, A. 
Francken. Raw 3: D. Tappia, B. Greenelsh, F. Kennedy, B. lew, H. Nakaue , T. Cobarrubia, l. lawrence, 
D. Gottlieb. Row 4 : D. Ferebee, J . Zamora, D. May, A. Boyce. Row 5: G. Loesche, J . Thomas , B. 
Ryckebosch, l. Ryea . Row 6 : D. leach, C. Harshman , J . Martin, M. Hall . Row 7: R. leach, lnstr .-Head; 
Simon says '"Thumbs up ..... Ouch! 
PCULTnY 
CLUB 
Poultry Club furthers the 
learning of the Poul.try Indus­
0 
try among Poly 's Poultry ma­ I 
jors. 
the 
The Turkey Banquet and 
Spring Ch icken Barbecue i 
highl ight the year's activities. Row 1, left to right: M. Moxness , J. Givens. Row 2: F. Kennedy, M. Greenelsh , B. lew, H. Nakaue, 
l. lawrence, T. Cabarrubia. Row 3: B. Bailey, lnstr.; D. Ferebee, J. Zamora, D. May, A. Boyce, D. 
Gottlieb. Row 4: D. Hawkins, G. Loesche, J . Thomas , B. Ryckebosch, l. Reeh , A. Froncken . Row 5 : D. 
Tappia, D. leach, C. Harshman, J. Martin, M. Hall , B. Famini. Row 6 : R. leach, Head; l. Enos, F. 
Minas , J. Thomas , R. levine, A. Carter, lnstr. 
H. Brown , Head A . Amato E. Houston J . Hickenbottom 
CI\N!MENT!L HORTICULTURE 
. . . faculty and seniors 
James Antoine Gerry DeYoung Gory Garfield Ted Hirayama 
George E. Juilly Ernest Ko ji ho ro Jhson Seydo Kurdi Derry/ E. Montague 
Eugenes 0' Keefe C. Leon Ramsey 
34 
CltN!MENT!L HCltTICULTUitE 
CLUB 
Doesn 't the bride look lovely? Leon Ramsey, Derryl Montague 
and Bob Franchetto try out the retail flower shop designed 
and built by O.H. majors. 
Ornamental Horticulture majors extend their 
knowledge of commercial horticulture, while 
enjoying the social and recreational activities of 
the O.H. Club. The club members stage the 
Poly Royal flower show, which is the largest 
show of its type in the country. 
Front row (1. to r.): R. Lott, P. Downing, R. Otsuii, A. Blaine, M. McColl , Morris, T. Amato, Adv isor. Row two: Y. Wheeler, D. Youdou, H. Bryant, G. Chon, T. 
Yuma , T. Hirayama, R. Tiller, H. Brown, Dept. Head. Row three: J. Bryson, P. Scott, W. Penna, E. lcauiharo, D. Mills, B. Fronchetto, I. Kurdi, R. Miller, G. Vance, 
W. Dogan. Fourth row: R. Houston, Advisor; E. Nobeta , L. Ramsey, T. Miller, T. DeYoung, J. Thomas, G. Reger, J. Sawyer, K. Keppel, R. Reimer. Fifth row: H. Honks, 
G. Ju illy, B. Edwards, D. Montague, T. Mcfadden, B. Dongles, C. Minium, J . Worner. 35 
SCIL SCIENCEI I I I I I 
Dr. B. Dickson 
Earl Brines Tom Davidson Charles l. Ferchaud 
Eugene Fouquette Lori n W. Healton Donald D. Lake Donald S. McCorkle 
James M. Nugent Norman Olsen Frank Ornellas 
l. Green 
Dr. A. Dean 
Ali A. Parsa F. Wilfred Peifer Rowland Pilaria Sam Popoff Broder J . Riewerts 
R. Leighty 
Rikard l. Sorensen Charles l. Scribner Victor J . Shopen 
Robert D. Smith Russell J . Williams 
seniors "and faculty 
SCIL SCIENCE CLUB 
SOIL SCIENCE CLUB is a common meeting 
ground for soils majors and the staff. They are 
affiliated with the Soil Conservation Society of 
American student chapter, advancing the science 
and art of good land use. 
trips. 
Left row (Bottom o top): D. Abe, J . Atzet, B. Wilson, E. 
McGrew, J. Peterson, P. Nozor, W. Sheldon, F. Alexander. 
Center row: A. Silva, H. Romdin, D. Jobe, A. Porso, C. Weisel, 
L. Harwell, L. S. Corter. Right row: R. Leighty, R. Wendt, T. 
Davidson, J. Popoff, D. Johnston, E. Bora, C. Ferchoco, S. 
Siemer. 
Left row (bottom to top): V. Shopen, R. Sorensen, J . Nugen\ 
C. Muir, W. Peifer, R. Williams. Center row: D. Lake, P. 
Duval , N. Olsen, R. Cavaletto, C. Hotchkiss, L. Green. Right 
row: F. Hicks, A. Dean, L. Healton, R. Lyons, J . Johnston, 
D. Holbrook. 
Officers of Soil Science. Left to right: J. Johnston, v.p.; W. 
Sheldon, reporter; S. Siemer, sec.; R. Williams, treos.; R. 
Sorensen, pres. 
VETEniN!nY SCIENCE 
John Allen , Heod D. Dole Gillette 
Pres . McPhee joins a couple of the boys in admiring one of Cal Poly 's 
fine sheep. 
A few tons of fine , healthy beef backed up by the men who keep 
them that way. 
Buddies! Sandy Taylor joins the " horsey set." 
Poor, poor baby! An in jured horse gets a lot of attention from a group 
of Animal Husbandry majors . 
ENGINEERING DIVISION 
The objectives of the Engineering Division of Cal Poly are to teach the understanding, the application, and 
good judgment in the application of the laws of physical science, mathematics, and economics. Emphasis is 
placed on planning, product development, operation, management, service, and sales. Emphasis on these ob­
jectives insures the industrial world of many well-rounded Cal Poly engineering graduates every year. The En­
gineering Division is the largest and the fastest-growing division at Cal Poly. 
I 
L. Ph ilbin W. Coleol L. Gustafson R. Metz 
!ERCN!UTIC!L ENCINEEniNC 
faculty . . . seniors 
J . Richardson, Head 
W. Werbock C. Price G. Rothert 
John P. Davis Glen A. Farnum Wayne M. Ford William Gidding 
Jock Acampora Alfred A. Amann Harry Bowwmon Gene E. Curry Allen Dei tch 
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Paul R. Goulding Donald R. Heye William C. Huber Morvin E. James Charles B. Kimball James S. Largent Robert G. LaRock 
Fay W. Lew Donald Segno Gilbert C. Symons James Tippett Wilbur L. Anderson 
aeronautical engineering seniors 
facul~ ••• !In CCNDITICNINC .•. seniors 
N. Sharpe, Head T. Groves J . Hayes J. McGrath 
Alfonso Garza Elmer F. Guy 
John L. Adams Stephen Allyn Charles G. Bell 
When the eat's away, the mice will play . .. 
The Air Conditioning Club strives 
to develop a professional attitude 
among its members, as well as in­
creasing their understanding of the 
field's problems and opportunities. 
I 
A traditional service of this club 
is the maintenance of the much­
appreciated " Ride to Town" signs 
located on campus. The club spon­
sors the Annual Poly Royal Home­
coming Banquet, along with several 
field trips. The Air Conditioning 
Club is also an active student branch 
of the American Society of Refrig­
eration Engineering . 
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First raw (L. to R.): R. Hirota , J . Turley, G. Owell , C. Lampman . Row two: J. Schauf, S. Allyn, G. 
Lowder, B. Kerzic, J . Lynch , E. Schumacher. 
First row (L. to R.): R. Formby, R. Munoz, D. Brown. Row two: B. Fulton, B. Leitch, E. Michaelis, 
G. Pierce, J . Rolfes. 
One of the activities of the AC Club - on educational field 
trip . 
First row (l. to R.) G. Johnson, C. Hempler, P. Riley. Standing: 
J. Denholm, E. Westod , D. Ethridge . 
!In CCNDITICNINC 
CLUE 
Committee Chairmen, Front to back: J. Adams, E. Guy, J. H. 
Hayes, D. Burk, A. Weckerly. 
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Robert Y. Hirota Lewis Hochberg Gerold A. Howell Gerald R. Hoxsie Bruce E. Kerzic Clayton Lampman George Lowder 
James A. Lynch Norman L. Nichols James L. Nielsen Asa C. Masher Dono ld R. Reeve William Relf Joseph H. Schauf 
Ernest Shumacher Charles J. Sortor John C. Turley Gerold Weir Clyde E. Wolters 
!RCHITECTUR!L ENCINEERINC Ifaculty I I I I I seniors 
R. E. Bacon Sterling H. Botsford Donald J. Davison Dwayne Detamore Howard L. Gilpin Neil S. Howorth Wesley L. Hessler 
0. Edward Hoiland Roger Honberger Thomas W. Kennedy Rodney R. Levin Thomas Lile John W. Mason Edmund Meland 
James S. Mocalis Lonoo Mogo Neil G. Moore Paul R. Neel Berti! G. Nelson Lorentz Nelson F. Leroy Ogden 
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Gale W. Petry Alma Robertshaw lawrence Segdin Marvin G. Sutter James W. Troxel Ralph Vitiello 
James E. Ward Robert S. White Paul 0 . Williams 
Hans MagerGeorge J. Hasslein, Head R. l. Graves Jr. 
Wesley S. WardW. R. Phillips Rudolph A. Po lley Kenneth E. Schwartz 
seniors - architectural engineering - faculty 
45 
William H. · Brown Robe.rt E. Williams Kenneth W. Holmes 
The Architecture Deportment' s famous geodesic dome, constructed lost year, is still useful as a plaything for students w ith time on their hands. 
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SC!H!E 
FH!TEHNITY 
SCARAB, Architectural Engineering 
Club, stimulates greater interest in ex­
pression through the graphic arts and 
promotes friendly competition among 
students and schools of architecture. 
Designing and constructing for the San 
Luis Obispo County Art Show are among 
the year's activities. 
Execut ive Committee. Row 1: E. Hoiland , Sgt. at arms; R. Bacon, Pres. ; J. Lloyd, Sec.; J. 
Word, Trees; W. Word, Advisor; T. Lile, Vice Pres.; R. Groves, Advisor. 
Row 1, I. to r.: J. Wood , P. Phillips, J . Lloyd , T. Kennedy, M. Kohl, B. Nelson, R. White. Row 2: W. Word, Advisor; R. Groves, Advisor; T. 
Bowles, J . Hurley, J. Word , R. Bolon, T. Lile . Row 3: P. Nee I, E. Hard in, E. Christensen, 0 . Hoiland. 
The purpose of the American Institute of 
Architects is to promote better understanding of 
the profession of architecture, and also to pro­
vide a closer t ie between students and those 
in the profession. 
The group sponsors a series of social events, 
featur ing prominent speakers and educational 
movies . Two students w ill represent the Cal 
Poly chapter at the Student Architectural Forum 
in Washington, D. C., th is year. 
Some students work, others ploy hide and seek. 
!MEniC!N INSTITUTE 
CF !ItCHITECTS 
"These poles will measure the depth of snowfall in San Luis 
Obispo this winter." 
Lunch time fo r a hungry cement mixer. 
r 
,. 
left: AlA Officers. Row one, left to right: J. Kerr, Frosh class rep.; T. 
Bowls, Jr. doss rep.; B. Eklof, Soph. class rep.; E. Hoiland, vice pres.; 
G. Hasslein, faculty advisor. Row two: R. Vitiello, Sr. class rep., E. 
Covarrubias, rec. sec.; P. Neel, pres.; J . Mason, treas. 
Below: Big and little - Both the small fabric-covered model geodesic 
dome and the full size structure were. constructed by the Architecture 
Department members. Inside the small dome is apparatus used to study 
problems of heating and ventilation - a senior project in the Air Con­
ditioning and Refrigeration Department. 
••• ELECTRICAL ENCINEERINC • • • 
landis L. Bickford Bruce L. Bi IIi ngton 
F. Bowden, Head W. Anderson 
Roland W. Conklin Roland G. Cowles 
Maune! Del Rosa Allen C. Hogelberg 
R. Dickey Paul E. Huse Waldemar A. Kommer Burton C. lynch 
G. Furimsky A. landyshev J . Von Asperen 
. • . electrical engineering 
David C. Miley Robert D. Miller 
Richard B. Rice David .Spitz 
Bruce Wakeman Roy H. Williams 
E. R. Phillips 
- -
A. Richard Wilson Mohamed Yassemi 
Clarence Radius, Head Stephen Breide, Jr. Charles F. Brown Clifford B. Cloonan 
ELECTnCNIC 
ENCINEEniNC 
faculty ... seniors 
Jerry Dillion Cliford E. Fisher 
Harold J . Hendriks Irvin J. Kogan A. R. B. Pavey Eric R. Perkins 
nr ~nrrv I<' WnlfFrP.d H. Steuck JamP.s R. Wills 
Jock A. Adams Henry M. Alvord Dean E. Armonn Roy B. Bollard F. M. Bergthold, Jr . Richard M. Bird George Blair 
John S. Bozek Borton H. Brown Gordon D. Browning Jess Cervantes Gerold Chamberlain Edward C. Clark James M. Counter 
Dorrell D. Davis Norman L. Dowirs Kenneth M. Decker Eugene E. Ericson John M. Ferguson Donald Ferrel Roy W. Fitzgera ld 
J . Bradley Flippin Malcolm Fraser Lawrence Frasure Edgo r Freyd I Hilton R. Gabrielsen Virgil Gilman Orville D. Greenwood 
Lonn ie A. Griner Glenn R. Hamilton Charles D. Harber Norman Hempl ing Jack Hess Roger Hing Mervyn Hoover 
Neil Huddleson Marshall Huff Charles Irwin Vito Joseph Jakstys 
electronic engineering seniors 
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John R. Kolden Robert P. lewis Douglas B. lyonRonald S. Johnson Garth M. Konen Theodore P. Keefe Maynard M. Kepler II 
John R. Marlowe Robert Marsino Charles R. Mason Malcolm A. Metzler William L. Moody William l. Moore Walter A. Muncy 
Roger E. Packard Adelbert F. Patterson Ernest W. Piini Robert G. Potvin George L. Powers Dallas W. Pruett Harry H. Pursel 
Charles B. Richards John R. Ross Walter L. Smeton Jr . Don Snider Carl A. Sorensen David J. Stoval l Carl N. Sutliff 
Albert J. Tanhauser Harold D. Tenney Roger N. Thomsen Robert J. Tuggy Burton R. Tunzi Mosco Uyerara David B. Warner 
electronic engineering seniors 
Alfred Williams Stanley M. Wolf Morgan K. Wong Roy G. Wornom 
Dickson, secre­
"Hear anything? He said he 'd be on tonight." 
The Amateur Radio Club is af­
filiated with the Electronics Engi­
neering Department. Among the 
yearly activities of this club is the 
providing of a radio communica­
tions system for the Poly Penguins 
" High Mountain" M otorcycle En­
duro. The organization also stages 
several hidden transmitter hunts 
during each quarter. The new EE 
!M!TEUlt lt!DIC CLUB 
building includes a room for the 
Front row, left to right: V. Giacome, 11 BXA; G. Hammers, ·w6BYY; J. Campbell , W6NVV; B. Butler Jr., 
club station, W6BHZ, and the mem­ K6DAX B. Dickson, K6HSJ, F. Redburn, K6HIU. Row two: P. Kane, K6EBE; B. Miles, K6LLM; C. Ditzen, 
bers hope to set up operations there K6UES; M . Desch, K6TNA; D. Hancock, K6GAA; R. Anderson, K6BKT; J. Higbee, K6TAG; A. Way, 
soon. K6AYQ; James R. Wills, faculty advisor. Row three: M. Efseaff, K6JSY; R. Monell , W6TZZ; B. Yount, 
K6EDI; J. Spear, K6LKV; K. Decker, W61ZU; M. Mirko, K6HSK; G. Stillman, K6BTS; L. La Bonte, 
K6KDU; W. Andrus, K6ZFP; D. Widman, K6LVC; E. Woodbridge, K6CPF. 
Row 1, left to right : J . Marlowe, R. Marsino, N. Hempling , D. Warner, R. Potvin, D. Stovall , J . Hess, R. Hing, B. Brown, W. Muncy, M. Uyehara , A. Patterson. Row 
2: W. Moody , M. Kepler, H. Pursel , T. Keefe, E. Ericson, T. Mosumoto, M. Metzler, G. Blair, G. Kerbs, J . Ferguson . Row 3 : R. Thomsen, 0 . Greenwood, S. Wolf, 
D. Fe rre l, J . Ross, N. Huddleson, M. Hoover, K. Garth , K. Thomason , R. Wornom, D. Armann . Row 4 : G. Powers, R. Packard, C. Sorensen, V. Gilman, L. Frasure, 
C. Richa rds, E. Preydl, D. Snider, M. Wong, N. Dawirs. Row 5 : B. Tunzi, F. Berg tho ld , J . Bozek, W .Smeton, E. Piin i, G. Hamilton, K. Decker, G. Chamberlain, 
D. Davis, V. Jakstys, D. Pruett. Row 6 : J . Counter, P. Lew is, E. Clark, J . Flippin, H. Tenney, M. Huff, R. Ballard, H. Gabrielson, D. Bird, A. Tonhauser, D. Lyon, 
C. Irw in. Row 7 : C. Sutliff, L. Griner, B. Moore. 
Row 1: C. Sutliff, Chr.; N. Dawirs, Sec.; H. Hendricks, F.A.; J. Ferguson, 
Trees .; W. Moore , V. Chrm. 
' 'Some like it hot, some like it cold ... " Some like it in the Veterans ' 
Row 1, left to right: W. Shirotori, F. Gore, D. Donnenbring, D. Newton, D. Hancock, P. Kane, C. Judd, R. Crabtree , A. Hakim, R. Cox. Row 2 : W. Brown, M. 
Mosbrooker, B. Sharp, l. Gunnarson, N. Foster, D. Tuidwell, D. Miller, S. Elozor, M. Wittry, J. Collard . Row 3: W. McMorran , R. Mann, R. Stow, M. Amstutz, 
W. Eckmeier, J . Rowbotham, B. Kountonis, J . Ca rtier, R. Ivanoff, J . Husong. Row 4: R. Rickleffs , W. Pickering, S. McCoskey, J . Mead, M. Desch, J . Ausley, R. 
Averill , D. Hewe, M. Pickett, P. Du Bois. Row 5 : H. Wolf, J. Norton , C. Cook, R. Ruttenberg , R. Silvis, G. Walker, J. Morey, J . Short, l. Goforth . 
INSTITUTE CF n!DIC 
ENCINEEHINC 
Row 1, left to right: D. Bird, Membership Ch.; J. Aronson, Eng . Council; " Daddy, can 't I help?" An unusual twin-engine radio controlled air­
G. Armonn, Eng. Council; B. Botts, Poly Royal Co-chr.; A. Patterson, plane drinks down the fuel as fascinated youngsters look on. 
Activities . Row 2: T. Clark, Editor Bulletin; D. Armonn, Interest Group 
Co-ordinator; R. Stubbs, Poly Royal Co-Chr.; F. Bergthold, Publicity; 
Rnudr R11C: A.!Lnr R.11llotjn I 
.. __ 
• • • INDUSTni!L ENCINEEniNC • • •seniors faculty 
Peter Gerold Albee Bennie J. Beach Jules I. Broder 
\ 
Millard J. Fatter, Head 
Arthur R. Oyer Fronk C. Gorton James B. Gill 
Will iam D. Grubbs Alvin Harris W. K. Hilliard, Jr. 
George E. Hoffman 
Jock W. Hitchcock Sam S. Kitoguchi David R. Lewis 
Charles W. Lightfoot Paul A. Mitchell Carleton D. Nix 
C. W. S. Parsons 
U I 0- ..~ .. :...L,..-_L._ TL­··-­ r"\ \AJ:t. 
INDUSTlti!L ENCINEEniNC CLUE 
First row (L. to R.), J . Crews, J . Hitchcock, H. Partridge, J. Miller, J . Myrow, A. Lyman, S. Kitaguchi, K. Hilliard, J. Moriguchi, R. Tuey, H. Peabody, P. Mitchell , 
R. Dav is. Row twa , F. Garton, J. Meszaros, W. Lettiere, J . Kiliony, R. White, G . Montalvo , E. Cantrell, J. Carlson, J . Carlton , D. DeMent, W . Coope r, B. Colbaugh, 
C. Lightfoot, R. Coffelt, J . Kennedy, A. Harris, J. Smosno . Row three, J . Bowlo s, C. Pollard, B. Gribbs, B. Ingalls, R. Seocack, B. Lambert, P. Sinclair, J . Gill , D. 
Gunn, P. Albee , T. Wilson, J. Broder, B. Poterbough, B. Potter, J . Canfield . 
Now we know why the clock tower was silent for several 
days prior to the Homecoming Parade. 
Officers. (l. to R.) J. Hitchcock, H. Partridge, J. Pulitzer, B. Potter, 
J. Broder, P. Michell, C. Lightfoot. 
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lVI!CHINE SHOP 
F. Whiting, Head E. Betz R. Hall D. Keith 
C. Richards l. Rogers 
James G. AndersenRobert W. Adamson, Heed Arvid A. Ackerman 
.. ­
J 
~ 
Chester 0. Bishop 
MECH!NIC!L 
ENCINEEniNC 
faculty ... seniors 
Richard Kombrink Thomas Mixon 
Harry J. Jackson 
Robert M. Johnston 
r 
Philip Peyton 
(Social Science) 
/_ 
lyman P. Stoker Morris P. Taylor John K. Zaiser 
mechanical engineering -seniors 
Russell D. Ahrnsbrak C. Wesley Allen Donald M. Andersen James L. Bailey Alan C. Baker A. N. Baldwin H. C. Ballentine 
Russell G. Barnsdale John G. Barr Jr. Edwin A. Bedell Robert L. Bedford Reginald R. Beld ing Dan iel E. Brown Richard E. Bryant 
Lester A. Burdick Jr. Richard Burkhalter Robert G. Burnette John H. Byrne J. Charles Carlson Clifford J . Chocol Richard B. Cook 
Paul E. Cooper Perry F. Cooper William B. Craig Edgar F. Cronin J. Faustino Cutti Ritchie B. Davidson Jeremiah Duggan 
Floyd Dunn Robert L. Embry Raymond K. Etter Charles A . Farrell Jr. Markus Frey James R. Fryer Norman T. George 
Robert l. Golden Gary M . Green M ichael A. Hale Michael Harper Alvin S. Hashimoto Robert Havi land Rabb L. Hendrix 
Daniel H. Higginbotham Jr. Clifton 0 . Highman Richard Higuera Robert C. Hohmann Roy Bruce Hol lstien Vidor W. Horton Stan ley R. Huddleston 
E. N. Hunter Thomas A. Hunter Eugene Jackson Kenneth Gerald Jones Roy E. Jones Wesley E. Kauder Willard H. Lorsh 
Gerald Lee Hal D. Litke Charles A. Lotspeich D. B. Malik Wayne J. Marcellin Robert H. Meyer J. A . Miller 
William N. Milliken James H. Mills Robert D. Milos Jr. Ri chard R. Moore · Thomas S. Morris H. Horry Mueggenburg Don B. Nothdurft 
Ill 
.~ 
c::: 
Cll 
Ill 
en 
c::: 
·;: 
Cll 
Cll 
c::: 
en Charles Pratt William P. Pulliam Floyd W. Redman William D. RittenhouseAlbert A. Oda John David O 'Donnell James P. Parkerc::: 
Cll 
D 
.~ 
c::: 
D 
.c::: 
u 
Cll 
E 
Will iam A. Rohrer Joaquin Romillo Jr. Henry A. Scheving l. A. Schilder James W. Scott James A. Serpa Joel l. Sloan 
D. F. Stork Raymond H. Strong Donald A. Sunderland Fred E. Tarver John Trundy John E. Turney David R. Udell 
Bernard Van Aalst John C. Walker Jr. Paul Wanting Phil Wenger Jack l. Whitener Rohlie Wichman William J. Williams 
Jim M. Winter Paul E. Wright Donald H. Wood 
Below, Row one, left to right , R. Eddington. Row two , D. Long , G. Jackson . Row 
three , L. Frost, R. Brochett, M. Nicks . Row four , R. Milos Jr., J . Borr, R. Marsolek. 
Row five , J . Lundberg , J. Powers, J . Locke. Row six , W. Rittenhouse, R. Ford, D. 
Pierce, R. Luzon. Row seven , C. Bolch, W. Kcuder, C. Pratt, W. Rohrer. Row e ight, 
L. Sch ilder, W. Coops, P. Cooper, R. Haviland. Row nine , R. Bornsdcle, R. Blaisdell , 
D. Stork, R. Burkhalter. Row ten , G. Hughs, M. Taylor, faculty advisor, J . Fryer, 
B. Golden, A. Bateman, B. Van Aclst, J. Welker. 
" Ain't we got fun?" The M.E. Society's Homecoming Parade 
float absorbed a lot of sweet. 
MECH!NIC!L ENGINEERING 
SOCIETY 
The Mechanical Engineering Society, which 
is affiliated with the Mechanical Engineering 
department, promotes a closer association 
of students and faculty members, enlarges 
the recognition of the department, and at­
tempts to stimulate interest in the various 
aspects of mechanical engineering . 
Every year the society constructs a float 
for Homecoming, conducts interesting f ield 
trips , and stages beach parties and smokers 
for the members. 
Officers. Kneeling, left to right, D. Lang, trees ., R. Luzon, 
vice-pres . Row two, J. Fryer, pub. rei. chm.; M. Taylor, 
faculty advisor; L. Schilder, prog. sec. ch.; P. Cooper, 
pres., G. Jackson, sec. 
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PniNTINC Iseniors I I I I I faculty 
John Clayton Cook Kenneth W. Dowell Robert L. Eckrote John B. Flynn Donald W. Grant 
A. Fellows, Head 
Robert Howington Jock R. Hubbs Harold W. Ludiwick lsmael G. Martinez Milton P. Massey 
L. Eckrote 
Melvin F. Mattays Elmer E. Moritz Charles W. Peckham Jack K. Rector Robert B. Thomas 
Vernon Turner Frederick C. Wheeler Robert 0 . Young 
C. Gregory 
• • • WELDINC • • • 
R. Wiley, Head R. Allen E. Bangia F. Boulton 
, 
F. Olsen G. Seeber C.W. Shoop 
the 102" rocket. Packed away in this 
section are a parachute for descent and 
a smoke generator used to trace the Whoooshl The experimental rocket reached an altitude of approximately
rackefs flight path. 1500 feet, considerably less than the 4500 feet goal. The lack of 
height was due to o ruptured tail section. 
Charles Kimball, Glen Farnum, and Marvin James arrange electrical ignitor system used to fire the 
test fuel charge at the Poly test block. 
... 
Won't Russia be surprised? last minute 
adjustments are made prior to the initial 
flight test at Soda lake, Carrisa Plains, 
California. 
Pop! The rocket blew its nose cone off 
during the first attempt at launching. The 
over-anxious nose cone was recovered 
and used again in the succe•sful launch­
ing shown above. 
!1\TS !ND SCIENCES DIVISION 
The Arts and Sciences Division serves three major purposes; to provide general education courses 
for Agricultural and Engineering students, to provide a major curriculum for students majoring in arts 
and sciences, and to prepare cand idates for California state teaching credentials. 
The Arts and Sciences Division is thus in many ways the most important d iv ision at Ca l Poly, f or 
it provides education for democracy. 
Dr. Douglass Miller loren l. NicholsonKenneth Kitch, Head John R. Healey 
!CRICt1LTt1R!L JCt1RN!LISM 
1957-58 saw the Agricultural Journalism department continuing to grow by leaps and bounds; fighting as 
many deadlines as days in the school year; offering the solid workaday experience that would make its gradu ­
ates successful communications men and women in the field. School newspaper and yearbook experience 
coupled with news bureau, photo bureau, work ing field trips, and freelance assignments all prepared grad­
uates to step confidently into their chosen field. This year 's seniors chose between what was probably more 
job opportunities in their field than ever in the history of the department. 
William H. Angel Stephen P. Emmanuels Robert G. Flood 
lawrence H. litchfield Michael G. Mattis Jeff McGrew 
Donald E. Nielson Kenneth D. Tarbet Donald M. Taylor 
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-· ... .... ...
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••• PRESS CLUB ••• 
Arroyo Grande High School journalists get a few po inters 
Top to bottom : L. Nicholson, S. Emmanuels, J . Jeffers, P. Woods, 
B. Cockshot, L. Lenfranco, C. Bucher, D. Taylor, A. McMurray, 
M. Neilsen, D. Neilsen, M. Wink ler, M. Hickle, B. Hubiak, 
L. Lewis, L. Litchfield, L. Steinberger, B. Wine inger, I. Kitch , 
K. Kitch, J. Bradley. 
Top to bottom: R. Brill , J . McGrew, D. Kempf, B. Harp, B. 
Winkler, B. Flood, P. Keeble, R. Kellman, K. White, D. Green, 
N. Geiger, K. Tarbet, G. Geiger, B. Hart, T. Kallunki, A. Pryor. 
Officers (1. to r. ): J . Jeffers, Sec.; P. Keeble, Treas .; D. Taylor, 
V.P.; A. Pryor, Pres. 
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BICLCCIC!L SCIENCE 
... faculty ... 
Cal Poly 's Biological Science Department supplies general education 
courses and related courses for agriculture and arts and sciences, as well 
as for the preparation of majors. 
Dr. Glenn Noble, Heod 
John H. Applegarth 
Dr. R. C. Hatfield 
Dr. Harold E. Colt Dr. Frederick M. Essig Dr. Emily L. Hartman 
Dr. Robert F. Hoover Dr. C. Dennis Hynes David Montgomery 
Dr. Richard Pimentel 
I I 
Dr. Robert J. Rodin Dr. Aryan I. Roest Dr. William Thurmond 
. .. biological science seniors ... 
Richard S. Akomichi Winton S. Frey Jr. Richard A.Hoys Robert L. Lipscomb Donald E.Rogers Fred Shofio Betty Lou Sheehan 
Glenn R. Stewart 
Bio-Science majors work steadily in the lab. 73 
ENCLISH !ND SPEECH 
Dr. David M. Grant, Department Head 
F.A. English and Speech Club 
Rebert Andre ini, Acting Department Head 
F.A. Engl ish and Speech Club 
Though only two years old, and still in its infancy, Cal Poly ' s English and Speech 
Department has shown an increase in majors and faculty members, as well as in the 
variety of courses offered. 
The future holds bright prospects for additional growth when the new classroom 
building and the Little Theater building are completed. 
. . . faculty ... 
·-
Dr. Paul Andersen John R. Banister Dr. Samuel I. Bellman 
Dr. Sydney R. Babb 
Alvin Faate 
t 
Rebert 0 . Baathe Dr. Marvin D. Brawn Dr. Evelyn K. deVaras 
Mead R. Jahnsan Miles B. Jahnsan Ena Marston 
. .. english club ... 
Front row, left to right, W. Penno, Rep .-H is!. ; P. Von der Veldt, V.P. ; M. Will, Treas. ; H. Young, Pres. Second row, left to right , K. Carpenter, 
E. Slevin, P. Fitzpatrick, S. Gray, E. Allen, D. lima, R. Fee. !Not pictured, L. Potter, Sec.} 
. . . english faculty . . . 
Dr. Edgar Meyer Byrd L. Price John P. Riebel Dr. Herbert L. Smiih 
Ed Slevin 
. . . english senior 75 
HOME ECONOMICS 
Cal Poly's Home Economics Department gives many co-eds an incentive to come to our campus . 
Contrary to popular belief, Home Economics courses do not consist only of cooking; rather, the students 
receive excellent mstruction in home management, texti les, and decoration . 
. . . faculty ... 
Marjory Elliot, Head John Jenkins Sarah Welsh Ann Westsmith 
. .. home economics senior . .. 
H. E. Shuster 
Dr. W. P. Schroeder, Head 
Dr. A . G. Butzboch Dr. Dole W. Andrews Dr. Will iam Armentrout H. H. Burl ingham 
EDUC!TICN 
... faculty . .. 
Cal Poly's Education department relieves part of the present teacher short­
age by training elementary, secondary, and vocational ag. teachers. 
The advent of coeducation at Cal Poly has given special impetus to the 
popularity of this department. 
Marjorie Coss Dr. Rolph Collins Dr. John M . Coyne J. Cordner Gibson 
K. R. Holmes Dr. James A. Longford Louis W. Lewellyn 
77 
I 
Ii 
... education seniors ... 
BeHy B. Empante Geraldine Fesler Barbara l. Frink Charles M . Gold Norma C. Harlae Ruth B. Halbrook 
Sue A. Howe Beverly A. Jones Nellie M. Y. Kennedy Patricia Gaye Lum Jean Martin Val J. Pilaria 
... education faculty ... 
P. Robinson W. Wewer Dr. B. Wiley 
Marilyn SmithSue Raney Joan E. Rowlands D. Darlene Sipes 
seniors ... 
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Below , Row one, left to right, L. Allen, R. Holbrook, M. Novo. Row two , J . 
Tedford, B. Dey, B. Landou, M. Zecher, B. Hu rt. Row three, H. Bonner, J. Bryon!, 
L. Hell , J. Mortin, M. Rhyne, L. Axtell. Row four , J . lncondela, L. Bellas, P. Ward. 
Row five, N. Kingsland, M. Smith, J. Frank lin, S. Bodley, D. Sipes . Row six, N. 
Kennedy, S. Howe, B. Empante, B. Fr ink, V. Pilaria. Row seven , V. Nee!, J. Boysen, 
P. Weant, J. Roller, L. Bucy. Row eight, J. Houlis, Dr. R. C. Collins, Dr. W. 
Schroeder, B. Boerman, H. Brown, B. Horan. 
Don't you wish you had one of these lovelies for a teacher? 
C!LIFCRNI! STUDENT 
TE!CHERS !SSCCI!TICN 
Officers. Row one, left to right, V. Nee!, D. Sipes, B. Hora n. 
Row two, H. Brown, Wm. Wewer, Dr. R. C. Coll ins. 
Row 1 {I to r) , H. Burl ingham, F.A.; R. Olson, W. Barnes, F. Dameron, D. Lloyd , L. Lawrence , W. Gill, T. Brawn, R. Hall , J. Johnston, D. Andrews, F.A. Raw 2 , R. 
Thorn ton, C. Jordan, M. Becker, D. Lard , F. Vitzthom, B. Sechler, C. Arosteguy, N. Lill ibridge, G. Kresge , J. G ibson, F.A. Row 3, J . Ransom, C. Delameter, W. 
All en, D. Barner, J. Norris, R. Parkison, E. Calvert, M. Souza, J . Hart. Row 4, R. Knowles, D. Hendricks, V. Chapman, C. Stark, C. Cra ig, R. Dan ielson, K. Smith , 
R. Boster, D. Ca rroll. 
CCLLECI.!TE F. F. !. 
~ 
I 
OFFICERS {I to r), J. Johnston (sentinel 1st, 2nd sem.), L. Lawrence W. Gill, F.F.A. pres ident, presents Dr. 
(trees, 2nd). R. Hall (v.p., 2nd), W. Barnes (pres., 2nd) , W. Gill (pres ., head , w ith an honorary membership. 
1st), R. Olson (v.p., 1st) , F. Damerow (trees ., 1st), T. Brown (sec., 1st, 
Dr. Milo E. Whitson, Deportment Head 
P. R. Coffin 
Charles A. Elston 
John R. Gilbert 
) 
Jock Allen Dr. William 0 . Buschman 
M!THEM!TICS 
W ith the increased importance of engineering and scientific 
endeavors in mind , the objectives of Cal Poly 's Math department 
include plans for a major course in the study of electronic com­
puters. 
In addition to engineers and scientists, the Math department 
also provides instruction for the Arts and Sciences and Agricul­
ture students. 
0 . J . Falkenstern Volmer Folsom 
J . B. Goode Dr. Robert D. Gordon 
Dr. J. T. Culbertson 
T. E. Gartland 
Dr. Charles Hanks 
H. T. Lawrence George R. MachGeorge C. Laumann 
Janice C. Schenk 
Ralph E. Weston 
Dr. John H. Manning Dr. D. E. Moe 
mathematics faculty . . . 
John A . Woodworth W. Saxon Wraith C. A. Young 
Willis Bergfie ld Geoffrey Cotter Robert H. Crinklaw Byron Culbertson Doren E. Curtiss Ney L. Davis Tony J. Dinardo 
Ronald D. Doig Pacifico L. Eliab Edward Embrick Charles M. Faro Giles C. Gunn Michael L. Hall Ross Higbee 
Leroy E. Hooper Jerry D. Horner Joel A. Johnson Dale E. Keener Roy Kitaguchi C. K. Knickerbocker Carol M . Kroman 
mechanized agriculture 
---~.., 
Robbin G. Leigh Paul W. LeVier , Victor Lipmeyer William Lockwood George S. Mason Jr. Thomas C. Mclaurin 
Alan J. Pau lsen Robert 0. Ray Richard Resnick Wayman J. Sparks Norman D. StoneP. V. W. Peterson David W. Phi lips 
A l fred Theurich Jr. 
mathematics seniors 
Row one, left to right : W. Boodt, Dr. R. Gordon. Row two: J. Zimmer­
man, R. Higbee. Row three: Mr. G. Mach, Dr. M. E. Whitson , dept. head. 
Row four : T. Hancock, T. Miller, A. Dandurand. Row five : G. Montero, 
J . Sparks. Row s ix: T. Gartland, J . Culbertson, J . Gilbert. Row 7: J . 
Ray. Row eight: D. Curtiss, A. Theurich , F. Tranfa. 
Past and present. One end of the Math Club Homecoming 
Parade floot featured an ancient abacus, the other a computer. 
M!TH CLUB 
The Math Club provides social and service 
activities designed to promote the mathematical 
development of the club members . The year's 
activities include outside speakers, a barbecue, 
and the Poly Royal Math Contest, which the 
Office rs. Row one, left to right: R. Higbee, pres.; T. Mille r, treas.; 
J . Zimmerman, sec. Row two: Mr. G. Moch, Faculty Advisor; Dr. 
R. Gordon, Facul ty Advisor. R. Kitaguchi, vice p res. (not p ictured). 
" Hurry! We 've only got twenty minutes! " 
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Pa ul L. Voss George D. Wells 
. . . mathematics seniors 
Col. W. E. H. Voehl , Head Major Earl Fletcher 
MILIT!ItY SCIENCE 
!ND T!CTICS 
... faculty .. . 
M/ Sgt. Henry Bradley 
Capt. Robert J. Shively 
M/Sgt. Leonard Cutshall 
John 0 . Kehden 
Mj Sgt. Lawrence Fouchs 
Mrs. Alison Tomlin 
Capt . Roland Kline 
''Yes, we certainly are!"' Carol Nussbaum and her 
escort, Jim Bermann beam as they discuss the 
annual Scabbard and Blade Military Ball, held at 
the Camp San Luis Officers Club. Miss Nussbaum 
was selected Military Ball Queen by the R.O.T.C. 
SC!EE!RD & EL!DE 
The Scabbard and Blade Fraternity 
endeavors to spread intelligent informa­
tion concerning the military require­
ments of our country, and also attempts 
to develop the essential qualities of 
effic ient officers 
Officers . Row one, left to right, Cadet Capt. R. 
Goo, vice pres ident; Cadet Capt. R. Rogers, presi­
dent. Row two, Cadet Lt . Firts class R. Hughes, 
trea surer; Cadet Capt. K. Tarbet, secreta ry. 
Row one, left to right, J . Bermann, P. LeVier, A. Kitkowsici. Row two, G. Eickhoff, H. Manley, Cadet 
Capt. R. Goo, J. Hornor. Row three, Major E. Fletcher, Cadet Capt. T. Lile, Cadet M-Sgt . C. Rolland, 
Cadet Sgt. J. Vasconcellos, Cadet Sgt. J. Musselman . 
Row one, left to right , Cadet Sgt. First class B. Lathrop, Cadet Lt. First class L. Dietzel, Cadet Lt. First 
cla ss R. Hughes. Row two, Cadet Sgt. S. Cole, Cliff Hahn, J . Shields, W. Lockwood. Row three: Cadet 
M/ Sgt. W. Beck, Cadet Capt. K. Tarbet, Cadet M/ Sgt. B. Wilson, Cadet M/Sgt. J . Plummer, Cadet 
Capt. R. Rogers . 
Harold P. Davidson, Head 
MUSIC 
Clarence Caughron 
Members of the Men's Glee Club wh oping it up in El Corral after practice session. 
Dr. Robert A. Molt, Head Richerd A. Anderson 
PHYSIC!L EDUC!TICN 
.. 
' . . . faculty ... 
LeRoy B. HughesF. Sheldon Harden William R. Hicks 
) 
James J. Jensen Edward J . Jorgensen Thomas J. lee Howard O'Doniels 
physical education 
... seni'ors ... 
Greta Garten 
Owen Hand Donald Kearns Richard Mannini Thomas Reynolds 
PHYSIC!L SCIENCE 
Dr. W. E. Bowls, Head 
and agricultural chemistry 
In this age of nuclear energy, Physical Science becomes doubly important, both as a 
field of study and as related information for the engineering fields. 
The new major in Agricultural Chemistry offered by Cal Poly' s Physical Science De­
partment, is becoming increasingly important in training students for agriculture and 
industry. 
. .. faculty ... 
A. J. D. Brunk Paul R. Bryson Dr. Robert H. Frost 
Lewis E. Hammitt 
Herbert R. Kabat 
Dr. A. L. HoukRobert E. Holmquist Ray James Holt 
Theodore MatthewDr. Bruce Kennelly Dr. Vance D. Lewis 
/! 
I 
' Dr. Arthur Z. Rosen J . Robert Sounders Edwin Sheffield 
I' 
I 
Dr. Alfred Simon Dr. Lester V. Whitney Dr. Hewitt G. Wight 
physical science faculty 
Dr. Hewitt G. Wight 
Pete D. Corobelos Allen W. Cook Jerome F. Hou lis Robert K. Jioms Leon W. Mogur 
physical science seniors . . . 
Dr. Howa rd Wolkowitz 
Fronk E. Young 
Fronk D. Fish J erry Al len Kwon Thomas Payne Harold E. Todd, Jr. 
. . . ag chemistry 
Dr. A. N. Cruikshanks, Head Dr. Michael Franck 
.. 
J. D. Avery Rolph Dilts 
SCCI!L SCIENCE 
History, Political Science, Economics, International Relations 
-these subjects have a rightful place in the college program of 
every Cal Poly student. 
Cal Poly's Social Science department paces its courses to 
the ever-changing international and political situation . 
. . . faculty . . . 
Dorothy MclinnHugh law 
Thomas Nolan 
M. Eugene Smith 
Michael O ' leary Dominic Perella 
Calvin Strother 
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Clyde K. Muir Joseph Demarke John P. Dowden Ward J. Estelle Robert H. Farmer Albert C. Cooper 
(Soil Science) Deceased Feb. '58 
Donald D. King B. l. Murray , Jr. Willia m A. RedigJohn G. Potter 
,, 
James M. lyons Arthur l. Morrow 
)I 
social science 
seniors 
James C. Stewart Calvin L. TruesdaleNorman K. Schanuel 
• • I F!LL !CTIVITIES • I • 
Queen Bobbie looks a little awed, while her attendants smile 
winningly at the camera. 
' .. 
"To say the least, girls, hold your skirts down ." lucky Johnny Valentine escorts our Homecoming Queen to her throne. 
The Magic Moment! Ruthe Holbrook subs for Barbara Foley to crown Queen Bobbie, who re igned 
From her lofty perch, Queen Bobbie views her loyal subjects. supreme over our Golden Anniversary. 
This is dancing? 
" But my feet hurt! " 
Five smiling faces, - five hopeful hearts, - which girl will be Homecoming Queen? 
" Am I saying the right things? If only I could read their minds! " 
Homecoming Queen candidates and star Mustang gridders 
with trophy won from Santa Barbara . Clockwise, starting 
in center: Deanna Larramendy, Nancy Krag, Helen Lang , Dan 
Delgado, Dick Mannini, Bob Beathard, and (standing) Bobbie 
Unland.' 
..One . . . twa! ' ' Cal Poly 's snappy marching band in the 
1957 Homecoming Parade. 
Easy does ill Bill Pierce, Alton Pryor, and Bill' Rohrer assist 
Queen Bobbie Unland in mounting the Queen's float, con­
structed by the members of Blue Key. 
On their way to half-time festivities are (left Ia right) Deanna 
Larramendy, Lynn Dyche (Rally Committee Chairman) , Jan 
Tedford, Bobbie Unland, Nancy Krag, Gary Rose ( 1 957 Ugly 
Spin that rope, cowboy! 
Pile on the wood! The sky's the limit! 
A Form Structures class finishes their assignment just 
for the Homecoming Bonfire Rolly . 
A hot time on the old campus tonight! 
" Oooh, I hope there aren 't any bees on this lawn ." The pause that refreshes. 
"Gimme back my tire! I gotta drive home this weekend!" Teamwork wins out ... " Now would you get off 
mv back?" 
Poor, hardworking Sophomores lost the Frosh-Soph BrawL Heave-Hoi Pull you Sophsl Got to beat the Frosh or paint the Big P. 
This is ball? Looks more like a satell ite toBusy Sophs find the Big P bigger than it looks. 0 
Penalty for losing to the Freshmen. the men in the Frosh-Soph BrawL 
Too tired to dance! 
" Soy goodnight to all the nice folks. " 
I I I CRC!NIZ!TICNS • • • 
Row one, left to right, J . Ferguson, D. Ferguson, C. Withers, Rev. F. Read , Dr. R. Frost, F.A.; J . Marshall, M. Adams. Row two, 1. Johnson, D. Graves, C. Hempler, 
B. Lathrop, R. Lott, K. Bunyan, D. Townley. Row three , R. Leighty, G. Curry, N. Nichols, W. Clarke, P. Greig , J . Bunyan, B. Townley. 
C!NTERBURY CLUB 
Canterbury Club combines church and campus ac­
tivities for many Cal Poly students. The members meet 
twice monthly on Sunday evenings, after a home­
cooked supper at the church . Canterbury Club programs 
include speakers , films, panel d iscussions, and recrea-
A night off from the die t finds Dr. Robert Frost serving typical Canter­
StandillQ , D. Robken , sec. ; E. Watson , vi ce pres .; R. Lott, carr. sec.-treas. bury Club refreshments ta Charlice Withers as Gene Curry's mouth waters. 
Row 1' S. Kitaguchi , R. Barnsdale, W. Warden, J. Barth, B. Brown. Row 2, R. 
Cook, T. Melsheimer, J. Stirling, C. Nix . Row 3, T. Madden, C. Highman, C. 
Carlson . Row 4, J. Broder, C. Lotspeich. Row 5 , J. Carlson, R. Allison , F. Tarver. 
Row 6, E. Cantrell, D. Dickey, R. Denvit, J. Bandy. Row 7 , J. Meszaros, W. 
Cooper, J. Carlton, R. Wichman. Row a, R. Working, V. Van Aalst, M. Tanner, 
D. Nothdunft. Row 9, R. Ford , D. Shoudy, B. Milliken , H .Scheving . Row 1o, 
J . Porter, J. Kennedy, E. Saxberg. Row 11, E. Strasser, R. Puterbaugh, B. Grubbs. 
Row 12, T. Wilson, F. Whiting, Advisor. 
!MERIC!N SOCIETY 
CF TCCL ENCINEEitS 
composed of majors in Mechanical and Indus­
trial Engineering interested in the methods and 
processes of manufacturing, hosts an outside 
speaker each month. Speakers are men who 
are active in the Industrial and Mechanical 
Engineering fields. 
Row 1, L to R, F. Tarver, 1st Vice 
Row 2, L. Brown, 2nd Vice Pres .; W. Worden, Trees .; T. 
Wilson, Pres. 
BLUE HEY 
BLUE KEY, National Honor Service 
Fraternity, elects members each spring 
quarter. Membersh ip in Blue Key is 
limited to juniors and seniors who have 
demonstrated college leadership and 
whose scholastic standing is above the 
college average. 
Blue Key conducts specialized serv­
ice projects for the college. 
\ 
Row one (L. to R.) , B. Rohrer, E. Warnock, M. Simmons, S. Emmanue ls . Row two , R. Carter, M .Cole, N. Nicholson , G. Farnum. Row three, G. Hoxsie, 
J. Troxell, B. lewis. Row four, B. Nelson , T. Ca!!ell, S. Cole, K. Dowell. Row five, B. Howington, A. Pryor, J. Rector, C. Peckham, J. Cook. Row six, 
B. Redig, J. Collins, E. Slevin, L. Litchfield. D. Walker, R. Ryckebosch , D. St reeler. Row seven, J. Counter, E. Chandler, Advisor; D. Nelson , Advisor. 
Officers. First row (L. to R.), D. Walker, v.p.; B. 
Rohrer, pres . Second row, E. Hoilland, alumni sec.; 
J. Rector, corres. sec. Third row, N. Nicho ls, sec.; 
E. Chandler, odv.; D .Nelson, adv. 
One of Blue Key 's many services to the college is the bu ilding of the Homecoming 
Queen 's float. 
CillCLE It 
Circle K affords its members a normal par­
ticipation in th'e social activities of the campus; 
develops leadership, initiative, and useful train­
ing in educationa l endeavors; provides exper­
ience in working together; and promotes good 
fellowship within the group. 
This year Circle K has provided a new bulle­
tin board for the administration building, ush­
ered for boxing matches and basketball games, 
and staged their second annual rummage sale. 
Officers. Seated : J . Cleaver, V. Pres. ; M. Amstute , Pres.; D. 
Stork, Lt. Gov. Standing: C. Dunbar, Board of directors; R. 
Abrams, Board of directors; D. Ferguson, Trees . 
Circle K members eat, just like you and I do . Here they are 
enjoying their annual Fall Barbecue. 
First row (L. to R.): C. Dunbar, R. Stow. Row two: R. Abrams, D. Bowers. 
Row three : J . Googins, D. Ferguson. Row four : P. Powers, W. Roether. 
Row five: J . Duthe, D. Stork, J . Collard. Row six: J. Cleaver. Row 
seven: M. Amstutz, J. Wil ki nson , Adv. Row eight: J . Price, A. Nelson. 
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Row 1: (l to R): M. Smoot, l. Riedemon, 
P. Ramirez. Row 2 (l to R) : K. Hoyos, 
A. Harris, B. McCorkle. Row 3 (l to R) : 
l. Middlecamp, l. Unser, J . Bermann, D. 
Hawkins. 
F!RM CENTEn 
FARM CENTER provides fel­
lowsh ip, develops rural leader­
ship, and furthers knowledge of 
general agriculture and its prob­
lems. Farm Center sponsored 
the first dance of the year on 
campus, a Farm Bureau Young 
People 's Leadership Conference, 
and the California Farm Bureau 
Federation Convention. 
CAL POLY fARM CENTER 
NATION'' 
Row 1 (l to R): M. Smoot. l. Riedeman, P. Ramirez. Row 2 (l to R) : K. Beatty, A. Harris , J. Bermann . 
Row 3 (l to R) : D. Hawkins, R. Kromann. Row 4 (l to R) : D. May, B. McCorkle . Row 5 (l to R) : 
l. Middlecamp, advisor; K. Hayes, J . Trygstad. Row 6 (l to R) : W. Framey, l. Unser. 
Row 1 (l to R): B. McCorkle, Treas.; l. Riedeman, Reporter. Row 2 (l to R): 
l. Middlecamp, Advisor; L. Unser, Secretary; K. Hayes, Chairman. 
!MERIC!N WELDINC SOCIETY 
Office rs (L. to R.): W. Marcel/in , R. C. Willey, adv., B. Walker, 
Ch., J. Mil ler, V . Ch. 
Bottom sitti ng (l. to R.): T. Morris, P. Wenger, J. Lundberg, 
P. Lew is. Botom standing (l. to R): J. Walker, A. Hunter, 
J . Halloran , W. Hays. Top sitting (l. to R.): C. Ramirez, P. 
Ramirez, R. Lauzon . Top standing (l. to R.): W. Walker, P. 
Shoudy, R. Badino, J . Magorian. 
Bottom sitting (L. to R.): D. King, W. Rittenhouse, J . Winter, 
C. Pratt. Bottom standing (l. to R.): W. Coops, W. Marcell in, 
R. Ahrnsbrak, R. Golden, J. Duggan . Tap sitting (l. to R.) : C. 
Pratt, W. Clites, J . Miller, T. LeGrand . Top standing (L. to R.): 
Jerry Duggan, C. Schmid , H. Schmutz, J . Wilson , M. Schuss­
man, D. Brown . 
'"This is how it"s done" 
Left row, front to bock: M. Monroe, C. Hogen, W. Hadsel l. Row two: D. Brown, 
N. Ellidge, S. Matt, C. Richards, Advisor. Row three: M. Hall, L. Hooper, R. Pierce, 
U. Pierce. 
"Mommy! Mommy! What do I do now?" 
PCLY PENCUINS 
Officers, Sitting: L. Gunnarson, Pres. Standing (L. to R.): 
C. Richards, Advisor; L. Hooper, Trees.; M. Monroe, Sec.; 
D. Brown, V.P. 
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Below: M. Shirazi, K. Honnar, H. Ballentine, A. Oda, B. Brown. Row 2 : R. 
Ahsnsbrok, W. Pull iam, F. Dunn, D. Bennett, ·B. Rohrer, R. Seward. Row 3: 
B. Von Aolst, C. Chocol , L Burdick, W. Kauder, B. Cooper, N. George. Row 
4 : A. Hunter, P. Parnell, P. Lee, M. Smith, L Schilder, A. Baker. Row 5 : D. 
Andersen , B. Maynard, J . Serpa, J . Tobin , E. Cron in, J. Walker, J. Fryer. Row 
6: B. Haviland , R. Burnette, A. Baldwin, B. Hansen. 
Left: Upper group, row one, left to right: D. Horal, M. Hale, 
J. Davis. Row two: M. Lee, D. Brown, J. Lundberg, J. Locke. 
Row three: R. Christiansen, R. Moore, R. Strong. Lower group, 
row one, left to right: J. Schuster, R. Barnsdale, B. Milos, 
D. Lang, J . Bolin . Row two: A. Rich, F. Clark, K. Fisher, W. 
Cooper, L Brendlin. Row three: R. Mealhow, A. Germano, A. 
Bevan, H. Mueggenburg, N. Richardson. 
SCCIETY CF 
! UTCMCTITJE 
ENCINEEnS 
"Til tell 'em a thing or two . . . "The SAE meetings often 
featurl' interesting talks given by authorities in the automotive 
field. 
members. Upper group, row one, left to right : C. Bays, S. Varian , A. Hobby, J. Webste r, D. 
Adams, A. Boukidis, J. DuBay. Row two: E. Jorgensen, J . Jensen, T. lee, A. Grandbe rry , B. Monnini , E. Martinez, 
M . Tomasini . Row three: R. Ruegg, S. Tyler. lower group, row one, left to right: E. Royl , D. Smithson, M. Smith, 
B. Walker, W. Stinnerr, W. Gurney, J. Seagoe, J. Madson, S. Atkins, C. Cobb, R. Keeble , T. Ca rpenter, J . L11e, 
S. Hancock, B. Criner. Row two: B. Wright, S. Mason , J. Knotts, l. Gentry, 0 . Hand, G. Callan, H. McGlone, 
A. Daugherty, T. R~y,.,olds, G. Garten , C. Kaufman , V. Wilson, G. Manley, T. Baue r. Row three: R. Max, J . Rogers, 
B. Cheatley, V. Wright, l. Mitchell, D. Haley, M. Simmons, l. Stockton, D. Cavender, Pursley, B. Pawek, l. Dyche, 
T. Trend t, B. Wohlford, K. Bell , K. Underwood. 
PCLY SHIN DIVERS 
I I C!HPEB I 
Below: CAHPER Officers. Left to right: 
C. Boys, pres.; l. Mitche ll , vice pres .; 
M. Tomasini, sec. 
Sizzle, sizzle, sizzle! Mr. John Applega rth, 
Poly Skin Divers' faculty advisor, pitches 
into the work of preparing one of the 
club's numerous barbecues - held after 
every diving outing. 
Below: Poly Skin Divers. Row one, left to right: J . Terres, pres. ; W. Kauder, G. Tucker, F. Moore, J . 
Duggan. Row two: W. Barrett, R. Hopps, J . Wilson , D. Gilette, R. Jacobs, J . Money, D. Dickey, trees.; 
R. Wichman, sec. 
I 
Tri- Beta is an honorary scholastic fraternity for students 
majori ng in Biological Science. This fraternity encourages stu­
dent interest in the life sciences, and stimulates sound scholar­BET! EET! EET! 
ship through the medium of activities. 
Row 1, left to right, D. Tessier, R. Hays (Sec.) , 
G . Stewart (V.P.). J. White (Pres .). E. Haydock, 
J . Lee . Row 2 , left to right : Dr. E. Cott (ad­
visor). R. Akamichi , M. McRae, T. Cattell , R. 
Brown, N. Jeffery, D. Rogers , D. Montgomery 
(instructor). 
The old a nd the new! The 1 957 Homecom ing float by Tri-Beta featured Officers, (left) Glenn Stewart, Vice President, and (right) Jerry White, President. 
Miss Sunne Kuntz and Rene Accornero, dressed as oldsters, in 0 sports car 
overtaking a modern couple in a Model T. 
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C!L PCLY TURTLES 
"Ready for the big race!" 
Bottom raw, left ta right: F. Olsen, advi sor; G. Smith, T. Browne, B. Schwab, M. S. Wilkerson . Second row: H. Schmutz, S. Jacobs, W. Moore, K. Hannah, 
H. Mueller. Third row: D. Scoville, A. Farrar, V. Brown, B. Lindsay, R. Caldwell, J. Bailey. 
Officers, left to right: F. Olsen, advisor; D. Scoville , pres.; 
A. W. Farrar, sec.-treas.; B. Lindsay, vice pres. 
Pledge Project. Alpha Phi Omega pledges slop o coot of point on the 
.. The keg 's right over there! '' 
Student Goroge. 
!LPH! PHI ClVlEC! 
(l. to R.), D. Bitler, Treos.; B. Dufresne, V.P.; M. Nonce, J. Barron, Sgt. of arms; R. Paul in, Sec.; G. Lomm, Pres .; A. l. Houk, Faculty Advisor; G. Camero, B. Daly, 
D. Worner. 
T!U SICM! 
Leadership, scholarship, practical ability in engineer­
ing, and sociability make up the qualifications for mem­
bership in Tau Sigma. It's an all -engineering division 
honorary fraternity sponsoring a tutoring Ia b for engi­
neering students as a continuing service to fellow stu­
dents. Big event of t he year the initiation banquet, 
when outstanding engineers are formally accepted for 
membership. 
Kneeling, left to right: W. Smeton, R. Averill, G. Hoxsie, J. Marlowe, S. Chase , 
L. Kingston, B. Hartle, D. Segna. Row two: S. Kitaguchi, J. Whitener, C. Jones, 
D. Miley, G. Howell , A. Amann, R. Lane, K. Hilliard, A. Scavino, D. Pruett. 
Raw three: R. Formby, D. Northdurft, D. Brown, G. Jackson , R. Harder, P. Neel, 
B. Nelson, C. Peckham, B. Howington , D. Fritz. Row four: D. Parker, C. Sortor, 
G. Weir, D. Burke, D. Reeves, R. White, R. Eckerman, W. Coops, M. Wittry, 
E. Freydl, H. Pursel, M. Hoover. Row five : W. Stewart, K. Oldenburger, R. 
Mohr, J . Schor, W. Wright, J. Morey , D. Killen , J. Mehrten, R. Silvis, J. Ausley, 
D. Lauzon. Row six: C. Crossman, H. Tenney, B. Sharp, J . Von Asperen , 
R. Seward. 
Officers. Left to right: D. Segno, rec. sec. ; · D. Miley, vice-pres.; W. 
Smeton, treos.; J. Von Asperen, faculty advisor; K. Hilliard, pres.; R. 
Howington, corres. sec.; R. White, hist. 
Row 1 (I to r) : Killinger, Wold , Davidson, 
Frey, Beatty , Bryson, Mr. Beck (faculty 
advisor) . Row 2: Wilson, Dabney, Lloyd, 
Holbrook, Powell, Towers, Hart. 
Row 1 (I to r) : Clement, Munsee, Sousa , 
Hall , Dameron, Kromon. Row 2: Read, 
Hunter, Phillips, Nevins, Smith, Essington, 
Thigpen. 
C!MM! 
PI 
DELT! 
Officers (1. to r): K. Beatty, E. Clement, D. 
Rickansrud, J. Nugent, E. Essington, J. 
Redington , W. Frey. 
Gamma Pi Delta, Cal Poly's 
honorary agricultural fraternity, 
was founded on this campus in 
1934 under the guidance of 
Carl "Gus" Beck who is still 
faculty advisor. Now consist ing 
of two Chapters, Alpha on the 
San Luis Obispo campus and 
Beta on the Kellogg-Voorhis 
campus, the fraternity under­
takes annual community service 
projects and enriches its mem­
bers ' experiences with honorary 
recognition, banquets and social 
life. Important this year is the 
projected affiliation with the 
national agricultural fraternity, 
Alpha Zeta. 
J 
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The MUSTANG FLYING ASSOCIATION 
promotes an interest in aviation and 
provides facilit ies whereby its members 
may receive instruction, train ing andMUST!NC FLYINC CLUB exper ience in fly ing on an econom ical 
basis. 
Kneel ing IL. to R.), L. Orr, F. Scheberies , A. Ashdowol , B. Godlove, K. Hilliord, D. Horol. Stonding ll. to R.), P. LeVier, B. Tunzi , B. Watson, R. Corter, K. Zlo b, 
J . Merson, P. Huse, M. McRae, R. Ruttenberg , R. Rounds , R. Hopps, D. Estey, L. Osteyee, J . Borchard . 
Officers . Kneeling ll. to R.), F. Scheberies , Treos .; L. Orr, V.P.; K. 
Hill iard , Sec. Second row, Standing ' L. Osteyee, Faculty Adv.; A. 
Ashdown , Pres.; B. Godlove , Mo int. officer; D. Horol, Membership Ch. 
We do li~e to fly o nice shiny plane. 
First row, kneeling (L. to R.), T. Brian, B. Wakeman, R. Mintz, R. Miller, C. Cummings, R.Officers (L. to R.), M. DelaRosa, V. Chairman; B. Lynch, 
Harder, C. Janes . Second row, A. Hagelberg, R. Cowles, M. DelaRosa, D. Spitz, R. Eckerman,Chairman; B. Wakeman, Sec.; W. R. Anderson, Advisor; 
R. Phillips, B. Billington, D. Wilson. Third raw, R. Conklin, H. Clingemped, D. Miley, B. Lynch,L. Bickford (not shown). 
W. R. Anderson, advisor. 
!MERIC!N INSTITUTE CF 
Front row (l. to R.) , W. Harvey, L. Woods, M. Becker, T. DeRoza, G. Ross, ELECTRIC!L ENCINEERSL. Ballister, C. Liberto, W. Winkler, L. Holm. Second row, P. Becky, 
J. Hatfield, C. Matheson, L. Enos, D. Tompkins, B. Stewart, A. McBride , 
L. Hunter, J . Cody. Third row, S. Collins, Advisor; B. Schofield, D. Snyder, 
S. Stimson, G. Rose, J. Plank, S. Redington, L. Eby, B. Edwards, J. Sutton. 
Fourth row, T. McDairmant, C. Burr, J . Stothers, V, Chapman, J. Waters. wccL cncwEns 
·-~--
. J.
- . 
Officers. Left to right : A Hashimoto, treasurer; 
R. Goo, president; R. Akimichi, social chair­
man. 
HUI C' H!W!II 
The purpose of Hui 0' Hawaii is 
to inform the people of California 
about Hawaii, to aid Hawaiian 
students at Poly, and to encourage 
these students to become well as­
sociated with one another. This 
year, the group sponsored the 
Christmas Formal, giving it an un­
usual and delightful "Hawaiian 
Christmas" flavor. 
two, E. Yim, R. Tanduye, 
Two li ttle Huis o' Hawaii help Mrs. Penovaroff and Tom Wong prepare for the Christmas Formal. 
M!T PIC! PI 
Row one, left to right, T. Zimmerman, L. Alperin, H. Wiggins, A. Tabisolo . Row two, R. Howell , G. Thatcher, L. Kealy, R. Strehlow. Row three , R. 
Wyckoff, A. Berwert, W. Lovelady, G. Pompa, R. McDonell, D. Youst . Row four , V. Turner, F. Zietz, G. Prete, C. Melvin, B. Jennings, D. LaTrobe, R. 
Acquistapace. 
Left, Officers. Row one, left to right , B. Warren , sec.-treas.; J . Flynn , vice ­
pres.; D. Young, Parliamentarian. Row two, B. Howington, pres. ; J . Pierce, 
Bus Mgr. 
Below , "Gee , thanks Santa!' ' says Jerry Gebbie while Mr. Eckrote looks an 
in amusement. 
J..MUAIIY 12 •la,teaa 
Nancy Krag , Freshman Home Ec Ma jor, reigned as Queen during Mat Pica Stan Goff to ils dil igently to get out Col Poly's own El Mustang. 
Pi' s Printing Week. 
M!T PIC! PI 
Below: Row one, left to right: A. Grey, P. Mussel. Row two: R. Young , T. Druett, E. Brazil, J . Pierce, D. Young . Row three : C. Wh ite, H. Gaids ick, A. Stanley, N. 
Davis, K. Dowell, C. Gregory, advisor. Row four : J. Paterson Jr., D. Hamill , D. Smith, R. Asman, L. Eastman, S. Goff. Row five : D. Grant, J. Hubbs , D. Rustad, 
K. Kelleher, B. Eggink, J . Flynn, B. Warren , J . Truex, instructor. 
Officers !left to right): D. Curtis, M . Niboli, T. 
Garland, advisor; B. Rolufs, G. Wilkinson. 
" Dance with me, Henry!" 
NEWM!N CLUB 
Every Sunday evening, Newman 
Club meets for worship and fellow­
ship. A regular highlight of New­
man Club activities is the second 
Sunday of each month, when the 
members attend mass together and 
share a Communion Breakfast. 
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Row 1: B. Rolufs, M. Rivero , P. Sullivan. Row 2: l. Bustos, T. Garland, advisor; G. Wilkinson, E. 
Cormier. Row 3: E. Harmon, M. Niboli, J. Knotts, S. Gilchrist, l. Cormier, M . lcinngy . Row 4 : J. Carr, 
B. Porter, E. Gilchrist, A. Tabisola. 
Row 1: L. Cortland, A . Francisco, D. Curtis. Row 2: M. Hernandez, J. Betlach, J. Filipponi, M. Vega . 
Row 3: B. Cortland, F. Mill, G. Neff, E. Arias. Row 4: J. Hollenberg, B. Riewerts, B. Leonard, D. 
Andersen . 

"Ya get 'em like this, see? Then over 
they go! " Coach Roy Hughes explains 
to o pa ir of Mustang gridders during the 
third quarter of the New Mexico A & M 
game. Thg Aggies, who ranked among 
Poly 's toughest opponents, we re edged 
out 10·8. 
Season Scoreboard 
Cal Poly 32 .. . ... Linfield . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
Cal Poly 10 ...... New Mexico A & M.. . .... 8 
Ca I Poly 32 ...... Pepperdine . . . . . . . .. . .. . 18 
Cal Poly 14 . . .... Fresno State . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
Cal Poly 13 ..... . San Francisco State . . . . . . . 7 
Cal Poly 14 ...... San Diego Marines .... . .. 27 
Cal Poly 41 ...... Long Beach State . . . . . . . . . 7 
Cal Poly 14 ...... San Jose State ........ . . 7 
Cal Poly 40 .. . ... Santa Barbara ...... . .... 20 
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Sob Thetford, Poly center, talking it up during halftime in the 
San Jose State game while Jim Antoine tries to get a word in. 
Bruce Butterfield , Pat Lovell, Bob Moore, Bob Thetford , Jim Doyle, John Allen , Craig Brown and John Treu. (Standing, left to right) : Don Adams, John 
Panakag is, Dick Mann ini, and Willis Hill . Standing at right is Claude Turner. 
Players Darwin McGill and lorry Mitchell out of the 
game for a rest. The game played against Son 
Jose State proved a morale breaker for the Spar­
tons , who hod a not-too-successful season. 
The Poly Mustangs of 1957 returned to the familiar 
football gridiron in traditionally fine style by presenting 
Coach LeRoy Hughes an impressive 32-7 opening game 
victory over the Linfield Wildcats. Linfield, who boasts 26 
returning lettermen, is defending the Northwestern Con­
ference. Coming next on the scoreboard, but this time with­
out the advantage of home soil, was New Mexico A&M. 
Fighting against a stubborn team, the Mustangs finally set 
them down 10-8. 
Triplets, Fresno State Bulldog, Mathias Medrano, and Carlos Gon­
salves enjoy mutual facial expressions as a prelude to the Fresno 
Stole tilt. The game, which sow Poly ace-out Fresno 14-7, was 
preceded by much intercampus activity in which the Mustang ond 
Bulldog campuses were both decorated by rival colors. 
Third team members, kneeling left to right ore: Hideki Hamamoto, Claude Turner, Dove Wolters, Tom Kostermon, Wayne Womer, John True, Fronk Carroll. 
Standing, left to right: Ken Wygal, Bob Williams, lorry Mitchell, and Jim Conrad. 
Taming a Mustang ! - A Pepperd ine man attempts to bring 
Jim Antoine under control in a rough game which the Mus­
tangs wan 32 to 18 an October 12 . 
In the clear! - Poly 's Lew Gentry is the target for another 
famous Beathard pass in the contest with Fresno Stole. 
Congratulations! A very short gridder offers Bob Beathard " five" as he charges through 
a field of Fresno State Bulldogs. Bruce Butterfield lends assistance by helping Fresno 
State 's Jim Kuhn to step aside. 
Who won the toss? Everybody gets into the act as Mustangs , Spartans, and referees pile 
it up during the Son Jose State upset. Cal Poly defeated the Spartans for the first 
time in thirty-one years with a 14 to 7 score. 
"Dangerous" Dan Delgado strides thru the Pepperdine defense 
to spark the Mustang 's triumph over the Waves. 
Legge! Legge! Legge! A determined Fresno State Bulldog is brought to a stand­
still by an affectionate Mustang as Dick Mannini and Del Scales arrive to lend 
assistance. 
A Gator's jaws snap shut on ... nothing! as Poly's Craig 
Brown grabs another Breathard pass in in the S.F. State feat. 
Cal Poly's Jim Antoine streaks around left end for valuable yardage in spite of 
a host of well-meaning Son Francisco State pursuers. Poly dumped the Gators 
13 to 7 . 
Rid ing high! Coach Roy Hughes' exuberance carries him clear 
off the ground as Dan Delgado returns o Santa Barbara 
ki ckoff 85 yards for a touchdown-a feat which the Gauchos 
performed themselves only seconds before , leaving Hughes 
sol idly on the ground. 
Every squad saw action against the Pepperdine Waves, 
where Poly rolled over the rivals 32 to 18 on home ground . 
Poly next chose to stomp-under Fresno State. In the tilt preceded 
by inter campus activities, the Mustangs pushed ahead for a 
final tally of 14-7. With four victories under their belt, the 
Mustangs added a fifth by defeating San Francisco State 13-7 
in the City of the Golden Gate. It was the San Diego Marines 
who finally stopped the Big Green Machine from a perfect 
season by pounding Poly 27- 14. (These same Marines were 
later ranked second in the nation for service teams.) Long Beach 
State was allowed only 7 points, while the Mustangs piled up 
41 against the Channelers. Sporting an impressive 6 win, 1 
loss record, Poly's toughest game came next with San Jose 
State. This game, which proved to be a fly in the Spartans ' 
seasonal ointment, saw the Green Machine roll to a 14-7 victory, 
Poly 's first tr iumph over San Jose State in thirty-one years . 
Winding up the season on Thanksgiving Day, Cal Poly walked 
all over Santa Barbara with a 40-20 score. Total results for 
the 1957 season - eight wins, one loss. 
Following a key block by Darwin McGill and handywork by several unidentified Polymen ,Bob (Sir Robert) Beathard scores for the Mustangs in the annual 
Turkey Day tilt against Santa Barbara. 
Welkin ' on airl Mustang end Ivan Learned takes to the sky as a handful of Santa Barbara ·Gauchos dance around in a big comfortable 
circle. 
Poly 's energetic cheerleaders leap and shout as a big holiday crowd calmly watches the Cal Poly Mustangs pound the Santa Barbara 
Gauchos 40 to 20. 
A fast-traveling Gaucho finds the end of the line and Mustang Darw in McGill finds a fast -traveling Gaucho during the eventful Thanks­
giving Day fracas . 
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Front row, left to right, R. Anderson, Cooch, F. Bell, D. Reeve, K. Bell, T. Trendt, A. Hobby, G. lenz, B. Wright. Top row, T. Went, D. Longacre, B. 
Downey, l. Eby, K. Bergner, A. Starr, B. Duflock, J. Carr, N. Raine. 
W!TEn PCLC 
With seven return ing veterans from la st year, Coach 
Dick Anderson 's water polo team fared rather we ll 
cons.idering the strength of some of their powerhouse 
opponents, such as San Jose State, Long Beach State , 
and the University of California . The upset of the season 
was when the Mustangs moistened Fullerton J.C. 10-9. 
In the California State College Wate r Polo Tourney, 
held here at Cal Poly, the Mustangs took third overall. 
Scoreboard 
Cal Poly 1............ .. ...... .. ... . C.O.P. 20 
Cal Poly 2 . .... .. ....... . ........... . . U.C. 12 
Cal Poly 10 ... ... ...... .. . . .. ... . Fullerton J .C. 9 
Cal Poly 8 . ..... . . .. . ....... Long Beach State 18 
Cal Poly 9 .. . ... . . . ..... .. .... Santa Barbara 3 
Cal Poly 4 ...... .. ............ San Jose State 12 
Cal Poly 7 .................... Santa Barbara 3 
Bonk! 
Goalie Karl Bell saves one. " Hi! " 
"... Go! " Twenty-seven runners take off 'cross country, including Chuck 
Thronson, John Wofford, Gerald Oberkamper, Gene Arnold, John Small, and 
Cody Evans, al l from Ca l Poly. 
CROSS COUNTRY 
The All-Conference Cross Country race 
was held on Nov. 23, at the Cal Poly campus 
this year. Twenty-seven men, from five 
state colleges, entered the exhausting event, 
in which Coach Jim Jensen's Mustangs 
placed fourth overall. 
Total results : San Diego State 
Santa Barbara 
Long Beach State 
Cal Poly 
Los Angeles State 
"You 'll find the showers right over there," points out J im Jensen, Track Coach. Fresno (no entry) 
" Darn these ag schools! " San Diego State team mates stick together, and ... . . . win together. 
INTn!MUn!L 
FCCTI3!LL 
" Don 't step on my blue suede football shoes!" Two 
gridders struggle toward the ever-elusive pigskin 
in the exciting Col Poly-Son Jose State Junior Var­
sity contest. 
" Hands up! " lntromurolers attempt to attach themselves to a touchdown pass. 
How can they miss? 
GIRLS' 
INTR!MUR!L 
VCLLEYB!LL 
Women 's Intramural volleyball chompionsl Bock row (left to 
right): Jon Tedford, Jackie Estes, Liz Royl, and Nancy Par­
sons. Front row: Peggy McKnight and Barbara Day. 
Coed Intramural volleyball comes to an end! 
Participants made this an exciting, fast-moving, 
successful season which was enjoyed by all . 
Reliable "Chasers" from Chase Hall reigned as 
the champs. 
Up and Over! A bock-breaking attempt by Sandy Mason, accompanied by the con­
centration of Virginia Wilson and Judy Lee, sets the ball over the net in a fast­
moving Intramural volleyball game. 
Drop bock! Dorothy Tullock gestures toward the boll - and Chris Boys' 
attempt at a smash- foils to clear the net. 
Is it over? Judy dares it to fall bock as Maryln Christesen and Dorothy 
Tullock prepare to return the boll in a spirited session of volleyball. 
I IWINTEn ACTIVITIES 
"This one looks about right." Yeh, even stringing the stuff makes you thirsty . 
' 'How big did yo soy the tree was?" 
' 'Deal me in, fell as." 
'"You're s'posed to string it - not eat it" 
The Philippine Islands' answer to Elvis Presley. 
_.,.----­
"Pass those hot biscuits, Gal! " says Dr. Jack Albright at the Cal Poly Women 's 
Club get-together for Foreign Students. 
" Now, about my trip on Sputnik . . " "Can you tell my fortune with coffee grounds?" asks President McPhee. 
Warren Smith admires painting of working cutting horse during a break in speeches 
and award presentations at the annual Boots and Spurs Banquet. 
Lamond Woods receives congratulatory handshake and certificate 
of merit from Mr. Lyman Bennion, A.H. department head, for out­
standing work in the department. 
Mr. and Mrs. Channing Peake proudly display Honorary Life Membership in Boots 
and Spurs Club presented to them at the annual banquet. 
The McPhees and the Bennions give und ivided attention to speeches 
and awards at the Boots and Spurs Banquet. 
Bill Harvey and Dave Rychebasch seem hypnotized by their Poly Royal showman­
ship awards , while Dr. Darren Nelson offers congratulations to the four trophy 
winners. 
-I 
Okay, Okay, I'm paying off I I 
Cord games .. . Cabaret Dancers .. . all a port of Los Vegas Night at 
the College Union . 
Henry M iller minus Moth book plus girl equals B-L- 1-S-S. 
RELIGION IN LIFE WEEK, The camera catches Monsignor D. J. Keenan and Mr. and Mrs. 
Tom Nolan in on off-guard moment. 
" Heh heh, the lights'll go down on the Junior Closs Beoch­
comber"s Donee any minute now!" 
"Gee," says Deanna Lorromendy, " I wish I could do that." 
Reverend Ronald Goerss' outstanding Thursgoy morning Assembly Hour wound up RIL Week. 
Sue Howe represents President McPhee and the Student Body in t hanking visiting RIL Week 
SlLVEn CITY-- D!WN TC Dt1Sl1 
- -
"Well , these are minel" 
"Are you sure those are yours?" 
... And the sun finally sets on the Sutter family"s happy little 
'' chrome home." 
''Well, I'll do three more problems, then head for Silver City once 
again," muses Marvin Sutter. 
Above ' "Mama 's little baby loves shortnin' bread." 
Below , ''Darn! The spaghetti 's not done yell ' ' 
" I wonno come inl " 
"Darn, I wish they'd put hot water in these trailers." 
Follow the yellow brick rood .. . " I wonno go out! " 
CAUGHT OFF-GUARD-A typical day for any family, 
any time, in any Silver City trailer ... inconvenience, 
cramped quarters, little privacy . . . all prevail. Still, 
student families realize a certain sadness with the pass­
ing of Silver City. 
"Gee, I don't know what we ' ll do when they toke the tra ilers out - How 
'bout you kids?" 
NOW .•. DUSK FALLS ON SILVER CITY FOREVER •.. THE TRAILER VILLAGE TAKES IT PLACE IN THE ANNALS OF HISTORY. 
Below: Fascinating personal experiences illustrated Dr. Hornaday 's talk on inter­
notional affairs. Well-attended assemblies were the rule rather than the ex­
ception this year. Also outstanding during Winter quarter were the two Religion 
In life Week assemblies featuring the Men 's and Women 's Glee Clubs. 
"Who stole the mustard?" 
The Temporary College Un ion remains one of 
the focal points for student fellowship, whether 
an informal after-class cup of coffee or the more 
formal-but just as friendly-dance or hoot­
nanny. 
A blazing fire makes the Winter leisure hours so much more 
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Top' 
Pot Keeble probably felt as if she could float to the moon herself, when this photo 
of Jeannette Briggs preparing to put the cow aboard the " Satellite" won the first 
place trophy. 
Bottom' 
"Whoosh!" went AI Soles, just as the rocket did, when his photo won the first 
(L to R)Koren White, second place trophy, Sports Division. AI 
Soles, first place trophy, News Division. Pot Keeble, first place 
trophy, Feature Division. 
Cal Poly 's Intercollegiate Press Associa­
tion members walked off with two firsts and 
a second place trophy in competition with 
500 other colleges and junior colleges at 
the Cl PA photo contest, held in Fresno this 
year. Perhaps if there had been more cate­
gories to enter, they would have brought 
home a few more trophies. 
Koren White caught Coach Roy Hughes in midair at the 
Thanksgiving Day Game. His exultation was no less than hers, 
when the photo won second place. 
"I'll find the ' lost moon' I" 
"They told me there was a bridge here!" 
Slow Motion. 
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" Let's put our heads together. " 
DCIU'~S !ND HOUSING 
Row 1 (I to r) : Y. Manoochehr, T. lingham, l. Frost, R. Brockett, K. Ellett, W. Chang, E. Lopez. Row 2: F. Bryant, D. Ayers, A. Bruns, J. Capito, E. Burfine, H. 
Engleman, R. Caldwell. Row 3: W. Clarke, S. Garfein, N . Dellavalle, R. Compton, W. Boldt, R. Cinelli, H. Dayton, R. Hill, A. Mejia. Row 4: K. Kelley, B. Eggleton, 
G. Fouquette , R. Blaisdell , G. Chain, A. Nelson . 
C!L!VEll!S DCRM 
To unite the members of the dorm as a well-rounded 
fellowship and to promote individual representation 
are two of the main objectives of CALAVERAS, fresh­
man dormitory for men. Some of the many dorm activ ­
ities that helped this, this year, were the Christmas 
decoration contest, participation in intramurals, and the 
annual Pier Found Party. 
OFFICERS, row I (I to r) : E. Burfine (pres .). l. Frost (vp). Row 2: H. 
Dayton (sec.-trees.). E. Fouquette (dorm manager). R. Blaisdell (sgt. at 
arms). 
··small things come in big packages" - the men in war surplus 
CALAVERAS DORM wish the women in Heron Hall a rather Merry 
Christmas . r 
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Row 1 (I to r) : B. Brooks, D. Walder, A. Kisner, K. Fielder, W. Piefer, E. Hofmann , B. Low, R. Palmer. Row 2: E. Nabeta , M. Picrah, H. Hill, W. Beck, D. Bosworth, 
0 . Kilham, R. Anderson, T. Micheltree. Row 3 : L. Rippin, D. Heine, D. Grant, A. Way, W. Penn ington, G . Mulford , C. Fischer. Row 4 : P. Wilson. C, Glover, M. 
Kelsey, D. Finley. Row 5: A. Paulsen, K. Benson, B. Thetford. Row 6: W. Fry, J . Richey, B. Cortelyou Row 7: M. Mosbrooker, B. Bayley, L. Hess, B. Mann. 
Row 8: D. Ferguson , R. Abrams, M. Sebastian. Row 9: W. Gun, D. Stokes . Row 1 0 : B. Block, G. Neff, W. Radig. Row 11: M. Reinent, M . Theilacker. Row 12: 
B. Contherail, M. Hale. Row 13 : J . Osterman, D. Horton, D. Toriggino. 
OFFICERS (I to r) : B. Brooks ltreas .), B. Beck 
(p res.), D. Wal ker (dorm ma nager), H. Hill (vp), 
B. Famin (sec. - m iss ing from picture .) 
SH!ST! DORM 
SHASTA DORMITORY serves 
to promote friendliness and co­
operation among dorm mem­
bers through such activities as 
intramural sports, dorm parties, 
dances and the annual Spring 
Barbeque. One of the mountain 
dorms,. SHASTA also competes 
w ith the other dorms in the an ­
nual Christmas decoration con­
test and the quarterly scholar­
shi p contest. 
"T il see that a n · ra ise yo five !"" 
Row 1 (I to r), C. Boys, S. Wood, M. Steelman, A. Creasy (sec.-trees), 
P. Flannery. Row 2 , J. Churchill, W. Lovelady, J. Madison, V. 
Turner, P. Latrobe. Row 3, A. Webb, A. Berwert, D. Udell, C. 
Moore (pres .), N. Wright (vp), P. Paul, D. LaFrobe. Row 4, W. 
Pieper, W. Fairbairn, R. Thompson, D. Long, D. Fletcher, W. Thomp­
son . Row 5, J. Curtis, E. Moore, R. Sanders, R. Hillis, R. Eggink, 
G. Brusca , G. Flannery, J . Hones, P. Flannery, C. Cully. Mascots, 
Cush , Amos, Oso, Judy, George, Shatzi . 
PCLY LCDCE 
POLY LODGE, an off-campus living group just 
formed this year, is located at 1700 Osos Street in 
town. Even though it is a newly-formed group, it 
has started to build its own traditions. Two of the 
activities this year were the Beach Party and the 
Year-End Party. 
Row 1 (I to r) , D. Thomas, W. Herron , R. Rodriguez, A. Do Silva. 
Row 2 , R. Da vis, D. Mann . Row 3, B. Blaylock, D. Railton , D. 
Detamore. Row 4 , Mrs . Thomas, D. Cawelti, M. Smith, R. Loewen, 
A. Sales . Row 5 , J . Casperson, D. Glendenning. Row 6 , J . Jones, 
P. Hack, D. Resnick, Mr. F. Thomas. Row 7 , J . Bowlus, B. 
Schmiederen. 
CSCND!LIEnS 
OSONDALIERS is a newly-formed social group 
at Cal Poly. Active already, the club's program in­
cluded the Spring Dance (an annual affair), civic 
projects and participation in intramural sports. 
Intramural team. Row 1 (I to r) , J. Churchill, R. Hillis, W. Pieper. 
Row 2 : R. Egg ink, P. Undell, G. Brusca, J . Curtis. Row 3: R. 
Thompson , D. Long, W. Fairbairn. 
" Ho, ho, ho, Meeeeeeeeeeery Christmas, girls!" 
" For me, Sonto?" 
1} 
secretary, R. Eddy-vice- president, A. Stull­
upstairs rep., M. Rhyne- social chairman. 
Standing: B. Day-IDC rep. , J. Esten-treas­
urer, M. De Palma- president, B. Foley­
downstairs rep . 
CH!SE H!LL 
Biggest accomplishment for Chase 
Hall resiqents was the winning ot 
first prize in the Christmas Campus 
Decorations for College Avenue 
Dormitories. Other events high ­
lighting activities at Chase Hall 
were the annual girls ' Christmas 
party, Valentine Party, Spring out­
ing, and participation in Poly Royal. 
GROUP. Front row {left to right) : M. Reimer, P. Stork, B. Garrin, P. Woods, M. 
Middle row: B. Araujo, B. Lindley, L. Axtell , A. Creasy, N. Wheeler, L. Miller, P. 
Back row: R. Palario , D. Smithson, P. Read, B. Richardson, M. Niboli . 
GROUP. Front row (left to right): C. Kaufman , L. Limon, J_ Joinville, M. Taylor, M. Steelman, V. 
Rentchler. Second row: M. De Palma, M. Rhyne, S. Raney, G. lum, B. Sheehan, R. Holbrook, J. Rolla. 
Third row: C. Fitzpa trick, M. Tillotsen, R. Eddy, J. Tedford, J. Pratt, B. Day, S. Wood, E. Rayl. Back 
row: B. Asay, B. Foley, P. McKnight, K, Thorsen, N. Parsons, A. Stull , J . Esten . 
OFFICERS ll to R) , A. Kitkowski (sec.-treas.), J . lundberg (pres.), D. Spitz (manager) . 
" There must be some way to fool this machine!" 
WHITNEY DCRM 
WHITNEY had an active year, including 
sports, dances, Christmas decorations and the 
Spring beach party. One of the five mountain 
dorms, it has provided housing and fellowship 
for upper classmen since its erection in 1952. 
Row 1 (I to r), R. Pardini, l. lamb, J. Barth , G. Monte ro, l . Silvester, B. Alvares, F. Gore, K. long , G. Ensta d, A. Kitkowski , V. Andreone, S. Munsee, G. Hammers. 
Row 2 , W. Totti , C. Weisel, B. Wolstenholm, B. Ri ce, D. McMullen ,B. Kibby, A. Mathews, D. Sanbo rn, B. Cavaletto, B. Kallaway, F. Doting , J. Sherer, B. Powell, 
R. lyons. Row 3, l. La Bonte , C. Serv iss, E. Parke, D. Zerger, J . lundberg , C. Burr, E. Blomquist, J. Weidner, B. Lyebel , D. Spitz. 
OFFICERS (I to r): D. Bartlett (trees.), B. Moore 
(dorm manager), D. Long (pres.). D. Scott (vp) 
T. McFadden (sec.) 
DEUEL DCnM 
Row I (I to r): S. Lilly, C. Faro, R. Carricaburo, S. Marquez, C. Gonza les, J . Antoine, M. Simons, B. Beathord, F. Ornellas, B. Monnini, T. Klosterman, H. Claar. 
Row 2: M. Silo, R. Self, A. Gunnerson, P. Curry, M. Hurtado, R. Miller, K. Maywg , A. Khan, D. Scott, A. Poe, S. Whites ides. Row 3: B. Brummond, C. Kaffgr, R. 
Hing , D. Jackson, I. Johnson, D. Lang, B. Shipman, D. Baptista , D. Correa, E. Murikami . Row 4: B. Berry, D. Davis, R. Mossino, M. Millman, J. Waters, B. Buxton, 
G. Martinez, K. Ito. Row 5: E. Bowles, B. Wendt, M. Wedel, D. Lord, B .Flippin, J. Crowder, D. Bartlett, T. McFadden, D. Johnson, V. Shopen. 
Row 1 (I to r), A. Dick, D. Becker, B. Beekmo. Row 2, D. Anderson, K. Zlob, 
D. Adams, D. McGill, R. Ford, J. Powers, K. Wong, J. Borchard, C. N igl. Row 3, 
M . Toste, G. Stillman, B. Blackburn, W. Brooks, J. Lucas, C. Arosteguy. Row 4, 
H. Ell is, C. Matheson , J. Allan , B. Edwards, L. Esocove, J. Perry. 
" Only a few minutes from class." Diablo dorm is sandwiched 
in the middle of the mountain dorm group. 
DI!BLC DCnM 
DIABLO DORM, built in 1952 along with the four other 
mountain dorms, houses ninety -six upperclassmen. One of the 
most active dorms, it competes annually with the other dorms 
in the Christmas decoration contest and quarterly in the scholar­
ship contest. It also has an active intramural program and spon ­
sors an annual Spring Barbeque. 
OFFICERS, (row 1 (I to r), C. Matheson (trees.). C. Arosteguy 
(pres.). F. Poneno (acting advisor) . Missing, J. Day (sec.). 
W. Hill (vp). 
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OFFICERS (I to r) : L. Dyche (dorm man­
ager). G. Rogers (vp), J. Lilies (trees.). B. 
Boster (pres.). D. Wilbur (sec.) 
EL DCn!DC 
One of the hotel-type freshman 
dormitories for men, EL DORADO 
serves primarily to get the fellows 
to work and live together under the 
same roof. To further this end, the 
dorm sponsors such activities as 
the intramural teams, homecoming 
float, dorm clean-up, and the 
Chr istmas decorations. 
Row I (I to r) : J. Lilies, J. Hutchinson, P. Kane, F. Bell . Row 2 : L. Dyche, D. Hancock, R. Pfeifer, 
G. Kresge. Row 3: F. Engler, G. Rogers, J. Jaeger. 
HEnCN H!LL 
Heron Hall, dorm for freshman coeds, has 
proved to be a homey haven for the girls away 
from home for the first time. Mrs. Mary Phyllis 
Northrup, housemother, serves as mother hen 
to the young brood, helping them in their dorm 
activities and encouraging the good fellowship 
which exists among girls from all parts of Cali­
fornia. Activities this year have included a 
Christmas party, a birthday party for Philippine 
student Luz Bustos, and sponsoring four of the 
five Poly Royal queen candidates. They were 
Gale Manley, elected Poly Royal Queen, Berta 
Keeble, Deanna Larramendy, and Mary Rich. 
Officers, Row 1, left to right: B. Jones, Dorm Manager; T. Bauer, 
P<es .; C. Lvbb, Vice Pres. Row 2: S. Morganstern, Trees.; S. Morgan, 
Sec.; R. Dathe, Downstairs rep.; G. Manley, Upstairs rep.; S. Gravelt 
IDC rep. 
Row 1, left to right: S. lui , S. Morrone , S. Morgan, J. Modena, I. Tache!, l. Bustos. 
Row 2: C. Foulon, W. Martin , S. Graves, B. Collins, B. Jones, S. Martin . Row 3 : 
M. Dolman, R. Landau, D. larramendy, l. Baker, R. Kellmann, R. Brill. Row 4 : 
C. Harris, J. Dowdy, S. Morganstern , M. Blythe, J. Marshall , R. Daythe. Row 
5 : E. Anderson , Y. Curran, l. Batchelder, S. Gibson, l. Ballas, S. Beszynski. 
Row 6 : C. Withers , G. Manley, S. Rochford, B. Keeble, C. Bucher, M. Petersen. 
Row 7 : P. Jahns, P. Leisy, M. Mueller, C. Cobb, E. Collins ,B. Doris. Raw 8 : 
A. McMurray, B. Unland, M. Zecher, H. Allen, C. Scanlon, D. · Millard. Row 9: 
T. Bouer, B. Hart, C. McPherson, D. Cheveront, S. Swayne. 
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Row 1 (I to r), J . Wunderlich, L. Andersen, B. Brodie, C. Wolters, D. Schmitt, Y. Hayashi, T. Van Drielen, P. Buhm. Row 2, C. Irwin , W .Gregson, M. Young, 
W. lema, A. Whitfield, C. Evans , G. O'Farrell, K. Beach, W. Peck. Row 3, B. Hosken, B. Riley, K. Blair, N. Hasenyager ,R. Hixon , H. Alcorn, J . Humphries, 
H. Franklin . Row 4 , R. Rikelley, R. Collin, R. Jacobs, T. West, R. Yount, L. Goforth, J. Short, J . Perry, F. Phillips. Row s, R. Eddington , G. Sarille, S. Morrill , D. 
Dement, D. Hendri x, D. Woodall, D. Weiss, W. Sanni S. Row 6, C. Dumas, F. Konno. 
HILLCllEST DCllM 
Situated in two wings of the Temporary College 
Union Building, HILLCREST'S social life naturally has a 
tie-in with C.U. activities throughout the year. The fel­
lows of the dorm also participate actively in the intra­
mural sports program. 
Row 1 (I to r), C. Wolters, C. Irwin, L. Anderson. Row 2, P. Bohm, Which twin has the biggest foot? 
W. lema, W. Gregson. Row 3, C. Evans, B. Yount, D. Weiss . Row 4, 
G. Sarille, L. Obayashi, D. Buda i. 
"Gee! look it tho !I" lossen men enjoy a 
men! of le isure. 
Row one, left to right , D. Young, D. Borvers, M. de leon, R. Ramos. Row two, E. Clement, A. Vanselow, 
R .. Wade, S. Green, B. Machado, D. Yamada . Row three, M. Figoten, ?. Reitz, A. Cook, H. Freetly, 
G. Bishop, l. Brendler, C. Johnson, B. Abocherhi. 
' 'A ll right, men! Here 's your goal! " The 
lassen Dorm "Wild Ones" hove a go. 
Merry Christmas to all , and to all a good afternoon from lassen Dorm. 
"" He got a package from home in the mail. " 
L!S.SEN DCRM
Row one, left to right : J. Leeho, A. McBride, B. Rensink, C. Harmon, L. Holdener, T. Hall, W. Brown, 
J . Conrad, G. Petty, H. Eastham, F. Shafia, B. Cowie. Row two: M. Smith , J . Ha tfi e ld, N. Richardson , 
Outstanding interest in social ac­G. Smith, R. Lampson , F. Jacinto, T. Lile, D. Magoffin , J. Cleaver, R. Colasanti, K. Eagleman, C. 
Hessenflow, N. Mirza, J. Hart, R. Smythe. tivities and intramural sports was 
shown by Lassen dorm this year. 
The mountain dorm also took first 
place in their divis ion for Christmas 
decorations . 
. . . Pong! " Beautiful dreamer, wake unto me ..." 
Row l, left to right, F. Regusci, W. Sh i roma, C. Ylorregui, G. Camero. Row 2, 
(I to r), N. Scott, L. Carlos, M . Afjey , G. Ti lley. Row 3 , D. Buchlo, W . Watson, 
L. Whea ton, H. Koshonipour. Row 4 , B. ·wheeler ,C. Taylor, T. Whitehurst, D. 
Ru thmeyer. Row 5, M . Smith, K. W iegand, B. Cockshott, P. Pfeiffer, R. Corter. 
Row 6, L Lewis , J. Whittington, T. Strong, R. Murray, J . Studyboker. 
OFFICERS (I to r), B. Cockshott (dorm reporter). C. Ylorregui 
(vice pres.). T. Strong (sgt. at arms). W. Shiroma (treos.). D. 
Ruthemeyer (pres.). F. Regusci, intramural chairman). R. 
Murray (sec.) 
MCDCC DCRM 
MODOC DORM faces the intramural football 
field and the baseball diamond, with the largest 
front yard on or off campus. Residents of Modoc 
have a front- porch view of track meets, archery 
practice, and all sporting events held in this 
area . 
Row 1 (I to r) , T. Lewis, T. Strong, D. Ruthemeyer, J . Study­
baker. Row 2 (I to r) , T. Whitehurst, C. Tay lor, J .Wh itti ng ton. 
Row 3 (I to r) , F. Regusci , M. Smith. Row 4 (I to r), W . 
Shiroma . 
Seated, left to right, C. Melvin, pres.; W. Stratton, sec.-treas .; J . Steele, vice pres . Raw twa , D. Rennick , 
J. Madison, E. Lachrie, F. Rambeau, J. Schmelz, W. Schatz, W. Brown, A. Martinson, S. Elozor, P. Lee, 
E. Kent, J . Pfeifer. Row three, R. Nute, A Kent, R. Crenshaw, T. Rutlin, F. Twist, G. Renger, R. 
Acquistapace, R. Kimmell, G. Kayumi, G. Pedersen. MUST!NC 
HCUSE 
MUSTANG HOUSE, located in 
town at 158 Higuera, is one of the 
more active living groups. This 
year the fellows participated in 
many events, with emphasis in the 
basketba II and bowling programs 
of intramural sports. 
Intramural Basketball team (I to r), W. Schatz, E. Lochrie, C. Melvin, W. Stratton, E. Kent, R. Kimmell, 
A. Kent. 
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Row 1 11 to r): J. Shields, J. May, T. Browne. Row 2: B. Konvalinko, B. Hesser, G. Baldocchi, C. Naretto, C. Ditzen, R. Monell , D. Clark. Row 3: P. Riffe, J . 
Newton, A. Kittleman, l. Cortland, J. Trygstad, M. Meyer. Row 4: D Dannenburg, B. Drowne, l. lanfranco, D. Bruyer. Row 5: D. Garbet, D. Shawler, D. Mueller. 
MARIPOSA DCilM 
OFFICERS, Row 1 II to r): l. Cortland linterdorm council rep.). Tom 
Browne (pres.) Row 2: D. Shawler (sec.). l. lanfranco (vp). J. Shields 
(dorm manager). 
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" How ca n Y equa l 3 when X is greater than 
zero?" 
Raw 1 (front to back), A. Sedgwick, D. Loomis, J . Schuster, R. Argaud, N. Davis, R. Rou, J . Locke, 
R. Simmons, G. Morse , A. Mauricid, R. Romarian , R. Strong, D. Horal, G .Montalvo, F. Huse, M. 
Schussmon, D. Sherer. Row 2: D. Markum, R. Booth, D. Hughes, R. Taylor ,P. Mcluer, R. Bergen, T. 
Voorhies , E. McGrew, L. Classen, J. Show, W. Talbott, W. Cowley, K. Eosvin . Row 3: G. lomm, 
P. Francis, M. Bauer, E. Franklin, J. Brock, M. Toomey, M. Wold, H. Mortinus, D. Bryant, R. Gorman, 
J. Groves, S. Popoff. Row 4 : D. Agnew, J. Matteucci, B. lewis, G. Vance . 
-­
---­
-
OFFICERS (I to r): M. Toome (sec.). J. Brock 
(trees.). R. Bergen (vp). T. Voorhies (pres.). 
P. Huse (dorm manager). 
P!LClVl!R 
DCRlVl 
PALOMAR, one of the mountain 
up percla ssmen dorms , had a ve ry 
acti ve year. Dorm doings included 
sponsoring dances, dorm parties, 
intramural sports and the annual 
beach party which wound up the 
dorm's year. 
PLUM!S 
Row 1 (I to r) : V. Frug.oli (Athletic com.). C. 
Martinez (sec.-trees.) Row 2 : B. Pharis (Coun­
selor of Religious Affairs). F. Alexander (vp), 
l. Harwell (pres.) 
Row 1 (I to r) : T. Nunes, J . McDonald, D. Wallander, B. Lerry, l. Harwell, B. Pharis, F. Alexander. 
Row 2 : C. Martinez, G. Dolling, V. Frugoli, J . Dullam, J. Brinnon, P. Williams, l. Sipe, S. Milford. 
CCLCNI!L 
HCUSE 
D. Yamashita, Mrs. Nielsen (House Mother). 
0. Villegas (Cook and Housekeeper). B. Murphy 
collaborate on plans for breakfast. 
Row 1 (I to r) : C. McClean, B. Murphy, F. Moore, D. Yamashita , D. Doty, R. Ph ill ips, J. Cunningham, 
G. Barnes, E. Munk, D. Phippenger.J . Nielsen (not present) . 
WINTEn 
I 
I 
I 
® · 
Let's get the game over with, coach, it's .time to go to bed. 
SCOREBOARD 
(League Games) 
Cal Poly 34- Fresno State 55 
Cal Poly 81 -Santa Barbara 70 
Cal Poly 60- San Diego State 81 
Cal Poly 73 - Long Beach State 87 
Cal Poly 65- Los Angeles State 77 
Cal Poly 60- San Diego State 82 
Cal Poly 65 - Fresno State 93 
Cal Poly 60- Long Beach State 68 
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Stretch! "Go in! Go in! " 
Len Oswa ld tokes the boll downcourt against Santo Barbaro . 
Conte nding w ith stri ct opposition a nd the call of Uncle Sam, 
a somewhat inexperienced basketball team coached by Ed Jor­
gensen found itself in the CCAA ce ll ar this year. In the opening 
ti It with Los Angeles, Poly outpointed the opposition 35 -31 dur­
ing the first period, but were eventually outscored 71 -66. Next, 
the cagers were seemingly mauled by title contenders Fresno 
State, 77 -59. Dropping a pair to Long Beach State 68-60 and San 
Diego 82-60, the cagers found themselves holding an unimpres ­
sive 0 -4 league record . 
Anxious to step out of their four-game losing streak, the 
Mustangs were aga in disappointed by both Long Beach State 
87 -73 and Los Angeles State 77-65 . (Continued on page 162) . 
Up and at 'em! Bob Thetford jumps for on important rebound 
against Chico State. 
Mike Simmons slips boll to Len Oswald, as he prepares to sink another bas­
ket fo r Polv 
''Catch o fall ing basketball , put it in the basket . 
Len Oswald, Poly's outstanding floor man puts the ball in for Let's ballet! Vic DiGiovanni appears to be floating in air as he 
another twa against Santo Barbaro . puts the boll in for two digits . 
Now sporting a 1-8 league record, the Mustangs The second meeting with San Diego State proved 
looked forwa.rd to the coming tilt with league-lead­ to be disappointing for the cagers as they were drop­
ing Fresno State. Hoping to upset the applecart of the ped 82-60. 
Bulldogs, Poly was finally defeated 56-55 in an Bonanza at last! Poly stepped into the spotlight 
overtime. with a 81 -70 win over the Santa Barbara Gauchos. 
Vic DiGiovanni threads his way through 
some Los Angeles State players while Mike Simmons, best scorer of the Poly Bob Thetford shoots up to grab the ball 
waiting for a rebound that never came. Five, drives in for another bucket. for the Mustangs. 
He who is tall gets the ball. 
Up and in! 
Hands up! Seems like whenever you"re having fun , Security steps in! 
Cal Poly's Junior Varsity Basketball team, coached this year 
by AI Hobby, surprised everyone with its success. Originally ex­
pected to lose nearly every contest, the junior cagers instead 
romped over several powerful high school varsity squads as well 
as other college J.V. teams. 
Marlon Ashby led the scoring for the season, closely fol­
lowed by Eugene Callen. Excellent rebound work by Frank Carrol, 
Gary Rogers, and Gene Landes further enhanced the Poly score­
board. 
Th is ought to be easy! 
"" look out, J"m coming down!"" 
WRESTLINC 
" Uncle!'' 
" Now yo see, Loomis, if that guy'd just grab that fellow 's arm 
o little further up . ' . . " explains coach Sheldon Harden to team 
m~nager Dave Loomis. 
The 1958 Mustang Grapplers REALLY DID CATCH 
FIRE! In a season of fifteen meets, Coach Harden 's 
skillful crew completely shut out five opposing 
teams, and defeated the remainder with very de­
cisive scores (see scoreboard, next page). The wres­
tlers ' efforts heightened the student body spirit well 
over previous w inter quarter levels, as they took on 
team after team with relatively little sweat. Placing 
first in the Pacific Coast Intercollegiate champion­
ship meet, tne Mustangs earned a crack at the 1958 
NCAA meet at Laramie, Wyoming. 
Varsity Wrestling Team. Front row, left to right: H. Simonek, H. Bryant, B. Corcoran. Back row: B. Machado, J . Canfield, P. Lovell, F. Ford, T. Hall. 
•••• 
Coach Sheldon Harden goes for a ride following Poly's 19-1 0 
victory over UCLA. "Honest, fellos, I hod a both th is morning! " 
Cal Poly 22 - Santa Clara 0 • •••••• 3 
Cal Poly 29 San Quentin 0. 0. 8•• 0 •••• 
Cal Poly 36 - San Francisco State .. .. . .. 0 
Cal Poly 26 Univ. California 0• 0 •••••• 
• 0. 0 ••••Cal Poly 29 San Diego State 3 
• 0 • ••••• 0Cal Poly 28 San Diego MTC 8 
• 0 0 ••••• 0.Cal Poly 17 San Jose State 12 
Cal Poly 24 Inglewood YMCA ....... 5 
Cal Poly 36 Los Ang_eles State 00 ••• • •• 
Cal Poly 31 Long Beach State .... . 0 20 • 
Cal Poly 31 San Diego State ... 0 3• 0 •• 0 
Cal Poly 38 Los Angeles State ....... 0 
Cal Poly 36 Long Beach State 00 •• 0 ••• 
•• 0 ••• 0 •• •••Cal Poly 32 Santa Clara 2 
• •• • • 0 •••••••• 0 • •Cal Poly 19 UCLA 10 
434 56 
-
"How' re yo fi xed for blades?" asks Poly 's renowned Tom Hall of 
a hopelessly pinned UCLA motmon. 
"What's the rush , man?" 
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College of Idaho takes a hard right. 
'' No! It can ' t be! Get up! Get up! " 
Although working a little in the shadow of the powerful 
Mustang Wrestlers this year, the boxing squad of coach Tom 
Lee fought as well as usual, gaining an invitation to the Chico 
State Tournament, where they placed two champions, and earn­
ing a trip to the PCI Tournament at Reno, placing fifth in a field 
of fifteen. 
Don Adams, Walt Hailey, Don Tessier, and Gordy Martinez 
were among the outstanding mittmen of the 1958 season . 
Left : " Blow! " 
Give a little- take a little . 
"Shucks! Missed again!" 
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A pair of crowd-pleasers delights ring announcer Tom 
Swish! Reynolds. 
SCOREBOARD (League Matches) 
San Jose State .. .. . .. . .. 7 1/ 2 •••••••••• Cal Poly 1 1/ 2 
College of Idaho ......... 1 1/ 2 ••.•••••• Cal Poly 4 1/ 2 
San Jose State .... .. ... 4 ... . ...... Cal Poly 6 
Idaho State ......... . .. 4 ....... .. . Cal Poly 4 
Ch ico State . . .... . ..... 1 .. .. ...... Cal Poly 7 
18 23 
'' Just try that again! I dare yo!"' 
'"Cmon, Ibrah im, give 'em a left! '" 
''Say something! Say something! ' ' 
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BCXINC 
Left, Don Tessie r tests the heodgeo r of hi s Ida ho Sta te College opponent. 
Through strong individual show­
ings, the Mustangs were inv ited to 
the 1958 NCAA Tournament, held at 
Sacramento this year . Walt Hailey, 
who suffered hard luck in the PCI 
Tourney, came back at the Nationals 
and worked his way up to the finals . 
Don Adams, Poly's outstanding 165 
pounder, was defeated in his first 
bout, handicapped with an injured 
hand . 
Tha t's it, store a t hi s feet. 
Boxing team, Left to righ t, row one , D. Adams, I. Samarra ie, B. Alvarez, B. Sa iz, E. Martinez. Row two, B. Wheeler, W. Hailey, unidentified, S. Marquez. Row three , 
unident ified , un identi fied , G. Martinez, A. Daugherty, manager. Row four , Tom Lee, coach, F. Laduca, assistant coach, D. Tess ier. 
........ 
n. c. T. c. 
Company Commanders-fl. to R.): Cadet Capt. K. Tarbet-Co. 
A, Cadet Capt. D. Rogers-Co. B, Cadet Capt. T. Lile-Co. C, 
Cadet Capt. R. Goer-Co. D. 
Cal Poly 's ROTC Batallion presents 
B!TT!LICN 
HE!DCU!nTEnS 
Cal Poly' s own top-notch ROTC program has grown 
over the past few years with the college, even though it 
is offered on a completely voluntary basis. Along with 
the more mundane aspects, such as the weekly drills 
and lectures, ROTC activities include the President's Re ­
view, the Military Ball, and field trips to Regular Army 
posts. 
Advanced students participate in the six weeks ' sum­
mer camp at Fort Lewis, Washington , where they receive 
training in combat maneuvers and veh icle and equ ip­
ment maintenance, while living under actual f ield con ­
ditions. 
arms during a review formation. 
Batallion Commanders-fl. to R.): Major E. Fletcher, Cadet Capt. P. 
LeVier-Bn. Adjutant, Cadet 1st Lt. J . Hornor-Bn. S-3, Cadet 1st Lt. 
B. Nussbaum-Bn . S-4 , Cadet Lt. Col. W. Lockwood-Bn. Commander. 
QUEEN 
C!NDID!TEs· 
nECEPTICN 
Ma jor Fletcher and Cadet Captain Dick Rogers seem highly amused by a 
A platoon of ROTC Queen candidates - five were chosen as finalists.Queen candidate's answer during interview. 
ncTc 
!W!l1DS 
Col. Voehl commends ROTC seniors. 
Battalion Commander, Cadet Lt. Col. Bill Lockwood rece ives Outstand­Cadet Stanley Church won the turket shoot 
ing Cadet Award from Dean Kennedy. 
With the roar of the Rebel yell , Cadet Bill Lockwood (left) and two Off to the showers - Cadet Paul LeVier and an Army buddy ready
companions go over the top. far a much-welcome field shower. 
FIELD 
M!NEUVERS 
Cadet Richie Dovidsan and three helpers assemble a 4.2 mortar. 
Above - Cal Poly Cadets observe action an firing range. 
Below - Cadet Tam Lile and twa compatriots try their hand at 
1st echelon maintenance an a U.S. Army truck. 
while waiting for music to begin. 
ncrc 
MILIT!BY 
S!LL 
'' I d idn't mean to step on her toes." Do you think they're discussing Vanguard ond l 
Jupiter-(? 
Formal military courtesy demands a reception line. Charleston, anyone? 
Tt1DENT !CTIVITIES 
Student Affairs Council. Seated, left to right: D. Haley, K. Bell , J. Troxel, D. Roberts, S. Parker, 
B. Tunzi, J. Rehback, H. Farlaugh, R. Formby, D. Wilson, J. McGrew, B. Alberti, W . Kouder, 
B. Lewis, L. Esparza, D. Long, G. Kennedy. Standing: B. Bostrom, G. Lum, C. Cummings, R. 
Packard, B. Bailey. 
Board of Athletic Control. Seated, left to right: R. Hughes, D. Wolters , K. Bell , J. Healey , B. Above, Student Body Vice President Roger Packard. 
Bostrom, E. Slevin, W. Smith. , left to right: N. Gomes, L. Dyche, L. Eby, J. Wilkinson. Below, Student Bod Secretor Go e Lum. 
left, On-Campus Radio Committee, Above, College Union Bd.-l. Brendlin, J . Evans, G. Farber, 
(Front to bock)-0. Brown-Station J . Sistrunk, N. Foster, E. Rittenhouse-F.A., B. lewis-Chm., 
Mg r., B. Tunzi, G. Browning-Chief K. Ernest, J . Charlson, P. Wilson, E. Embick, P. Ritterbrond. 
Enginee r. 
Above, Music Bd.-J . Gilbert, P. Tu ley, D. McCorkle, 
J. Marlowe, l. litchfield, D. Hall-FA, D. Roberts 
-chairman, M: Will, A. Smith, B. Kollowoy, D. 
Fletcher, S. Howe, F. Doting . Below, Publications Bd.-J. Duggan, M. Hickle, B. 
Wineinger, D. Kempf, J. Healey, l. Nicholson, Dr. 
D. Miller, M. DePalma, P. Fitzpatrick, J. McGrew. 
Senior Closs Executive Council-Row 1: Front to Back-J . 
Rowlands, B. Tunzi, R. Leigh , D. Spitz, D. Gerord-F.A., J . 
Counter. Row 2: Front to Bock-D. Pruett, M. Frazee, H. 
Tenney. 
Intramural Committee (L. to R.): T. Trendt (swimming), L. Dyche
Poly Royal Boord-(L. to R.) Row 1: C. Beck-F.A., G. Hoxsie, (wrestling), D. Holey (chairman), L. Gentry (volleyball). D. 
J. Pratt, L. Hall, R. Phillips, J. Troxel. Row 2: D. Wilson, J. 
Monnini (basketball).Cody, S. Redington, J. Meszaros. 
Dexter Memorial Library 's periodical room, obv iously not dur­
ing midterm or final time. 
Fire House Gang , (L. to R.) Row 1-W. Posey, J . Bolin-Copt., J . Smith, G. Ryno. Row 2­
W. Raynor, I. Hansen , C. Tangren, D. Gregg , P. Smith (not pictured- A. Dandurand, W. 
Boodt) . 
Constitution ond Codes Committee , (L. to R.)-B. Tunzi , R. 
Holley, R. Brown, M. Metzler, R. Packard. 
Donation Drive Committee, R. Packard, W. Kauder, J. Rehbock, 
B. Tunzi. SAC Awards Committee' (L. to R.) Row 1-L. Rayl, P. McKnight, G. lum. Row 2-D. Free­
born, D. Wilbur, D. Depue. 
College Union House Committee , (L. to R.)-D. Creasey, F. Gore, J. Weidener, N. Huddleston, 
A. Farrar. 
Mr. Albert Miossi, only 1907 Col Poly graduate to return for Above: Homecoming Committee : (l. to R.) Front-G. Rose, J. Pratt, l. Hall . Back-D. Kempf, 
the 50th Annual Homecoming, flanked by two Poly song girls. S. Redington. 
Below: Rally Committee: (l. ot R.) Row 1-C. Fitzpatrick, G. Garten, H. Holbrook. Row 2: R. 
Pardini, B. Bradbury, C. Boys, J. Volentine, B. Franchetto. Row 3: l. Limon, J . Medina , W. 
Martin , T. Hancock, E. Anderson , S. Zecker. Row 4 : B. Brewer, E. Allen, T. Siess, C. Bucher, 
S. Munsee , J . Joinvi lle , G. Gillespie, l. Ramsey. Row 5: B. Jones, N. Dyche, R. Dathe, B. 
Unland, D. Holey, M. Holey, G. Johnson, H. Bryant, J. 
Arts and Sciences Council . Seated, left to right : P. Keeble, J. Demarke. Standing: F. Nickel , 
W. Watje, H. Miller, C. Craig, l. Bucy, J . Roller, J. lyons , D. Horne. 
Ag Council. (l. to R.) Row 1: G. Rase, W. Olsen, A. Harris, D. Cayton. Row 2 : l. Hunter, 
W. Allen , J. Sistrunk, K. Hayes, J. Atzet. Raw 3: D. Freeborn, J. Thomas, J . Trygstad, G. 
Juilly, W. Smith, F.A. 
Sistrunk, J. Pratt, J. Tedford, B. Anderson. 
COLLEGE UNION DRAMA COMMITTEE. Seated !left to right), 
Barbara Bachtold, Vicki Gittings, Sally Zecher. Standing, first 
row, Dick Colasanti, Bobbie Landau, Ellen Goodell, Bill Crow. 
Second row, Will Penna, Dennis Woodson, John Zacharias. 
Third row, Eric Gitting, Gene Chain, Earl Pomeroy. Behind, ADVISORY COMMITTEE. Seated, left to right, C. Cummings, Pres.; 
Dr. Smith, Advisor. McGrath, J. Sistrunk, J. Rehbock, T. Wilson, D. Lawson, Dr. C. Hanks. 
A scene from College Union Drama Committee 's presentation of " Two Blind Mice" which 
played at the Elmo Theatre. 
" I knew I should 've checked the tank ." " let's go! Hurry up and check that thing out." 
" Now this little lever here . Beats buckin · bales . 
Sheep shearing! This appears to be a new experience only A graphic illustration of the old adage, " Docile as o lomb." 
for the three human observers; lomb in foreground knows 
what's up . 
"Eosy does it," our squeamish human observer seems to soy; 
lo mb dozes off, counting humans. 
"And furthermore, 
trees! " 
BEFORE-! 0 seconds to go--will Pot Keeble 's entry win? AFTER-Looking smug, pleased, and surprised, Pot Keeble clutches first place trophy for her 
photo entry at the CIPA awards banquet. 
Steve Emonuels, Col Poly, outgoing CIPA president hands over the pres ident 's gavel to the Dick Bibler, of " Little Man on Campus" fame, some­
new president from Long Beach State College. times faces the some problems as your editor-captions 
not always acceptable to Administration. 
"Hmmm-now where ' l/ I stick the bathtub?" 
" Don 't stick your tong ue out at me, you little rascal! " 
"April showers bring May flowers--oh well , I kept up the 
resole value of my books." 
"Heh heh, this old truck'll REALLY ROLL nowl" Do~ this remind you of the new sock dresses? 
Above, 
Above , Marty Figoten makes lost minute adjustments befort 
starting the movie . Without Marty to run the pro jection ma­
chine, we wouldn 't have a Friday night movie. 
" I could've sworn I had a dime for the movie in here." Below: "Come on, Honey, let 's find a seat." 
Below, "Hey, what's going on back there? Let's get th is 
show on the road." 
"Phewwwwwwww! Go 'round, wheel, go round!" 
"Hmmmmm .. . I don't know whether to believe this or not." 
.. 
" No fair! Two against one. " 
"Oh, so vou wa nta play, huh?'' 
Home runl 
Fun , food , and smoke ... all part of a beach party. 
student g ives 
"0 -o-o-o-hl " 
Carol Bucher, El Rodeo staff member, fights the deadl ine. 
" From the land of sky blue waters . .." 
music and color to season our and Homecoming Parade. 
Many a delightful hour of dancing is provided by the COLLEGIANS, student dance band. In addition to performing for college activities, they are in great demand 
throughout the area. 
long, hard rehearsals, both Fall and Winter Quarters, paid off during the MEN 'S GLEE CLUB 'S yearly Goodwill Tour and Home Concert. 
Nearly doubled in size since last year, newly -formed WOMEN'S GLEE CLUB made a fine showing at Home Concert and school assemblies . 
Collegians-The pause ... w ithout refreshments! Soy ohh ... 
Razors ore dangerous ... but the show must go on! 
Waiting ... brothe r, this is for the boids! 
Welcome ... wherever they go. 
POLY nCY!L 
Col Poly Thorobreds. 
"Welcome to Poly Royall" smiles Queen Gale. 
' "Now, look at the camera." 
"A rose by any other nome .. . " 
says Princess Mary Rich. 
'· . 
Golden daffodils for Royalty. 
"Boo, Boo Block Sheep." 

Crops Major explains the technicalities of cotton raising. 
Accurate slide rule computations ore a MUST in the Moth 
Contest. 
Miniature farm equipment keeps smallfry amused while par­
ents enjoy Mechanized Ag . display . 
Carl Beck, · 'Father of Poly Royal, " and Mrs. Beck congratulate 
Queen Gale. 
Get off my back! 
Easter eggs hatched and we had rainbow calared chicks for 
Below; Futuristic patios were part of the Arichitecture display . Poly Royal. 
Worldwide educational information filters through Wolter Dexter Memorial Library. 
LE V E l 
M ASTER 
Strange engineering equipment intrigues even the female 
contingent. 
How Grandpa could hove used the power-driven chain sow Poly Royal Chairman Jim Troxel admires official portrait of 
demonstrated at the Ag. Engineering exhibit! Queen Gale before presenting it to ASB President Chuck 
Cummings. 
President McPhee, Dr. Roy E. Simpson, Poly Royal Queen Gale 
Manley and her Princesses officially open Poly Royal. 
{. 
' 
Morv Roberts displays championship form in cutting horse 
event at the Rodeo. 
went up for the student production " Fumed Oak" in the Engl ish and Speech 
Deportment. 
Principles of jet flight fascinated visitors to the Aero­ Aberdeen-Angus ond Shorthorn coHie expertly shown by Animal Husbandry Ma jors at the 
nautical Engineering exhibit. livestock Judging Contest. 
Sports cars of today and yesterday were a main 
feature at the Mechanical Engineering exhibit. 
M-m-m-m-m, best barbecue I ever atel r:al Poly's Home Ec Department displayed place settings for every occasion. 
"It's gonna stop on my numberl" Jerry Gray's Concert set the mood for the dance which followed . 
Two Poly Royal visitors listen attentively to a scientific explanation. 
FROSH OFFICERS SOPH OFFICERS 
Officers of Freshman class IL. to R.), D. Larramendy, sec.; L. Eastman, pres.; Officers of Sophomore class IL. to R.), Fron t row, S. Woods, pres.; J. Evans. 
P. Johns, treas. treas. Back raw, Dr. Bucy, adv.; M. Steelman, sec.; A. Boyce, v.p. 
Officers of Junior class IL. ot R.), Front row, B. Day, sec.; P. McKnight, treas. Senior class officers IL. to R.), B. Hunzi , s.a.c. rep.; D. Pruett, pres.; Back row, 
Back row, D. Haley, s.a .c. rep .; D. Streeter, pres.; J. Schuster, v.p. D. Spitz, treas.; V. Turner, sec; J . Conuter, v.p. 
JUNIOR OFFICERS SENIOR OFFICERS 
FALL EDITOR-Marge DePalma WINTER EDITOR-Martin Hickle SPRING EDITOR-Dove Kempf 
EL MtrST!NC STAFFI I I I I I 
El Mustang Stoff (l. to R.)-J. Healey (advisor), P. Reed, B. Hubiok, D. Kempf, D. limo, D. Green 
Worldwide educational information filters through Wolter Dexter Memorial library. " Coffee-5c. Con I afford it?" 
Q 
Kitch (advisor). B. Winkler, 
Lonfronco, B. Tumlin . 
EL nCDEC ST!FF II I I I I 
Will Penna - Sales, Seniors Judy Knotts- Women 's Sports Ken Carpenter - Copy Editor 
Robin Kellmonn - Soles Marilyn Ha rris - Seniors, Activities Jeannette Briggs - Assistant to Layout Chief Chuck Koffer- Men 's Sports 
Santo Marrone - Activities Betty Hart - Dorms and Liv ing Groups Carol Bucher - Organi za tions Sandy Morgan - Organiza tions 
.., 
' \ 
' 
' 
'"Yes, I prefer these bats over all others l"ve 
tested," explains Willy Hill. 
With only a handful of returning varsity 
men, an inexperienced Cal Poly nine, piloted by 
coach Bill Hicks, fought its way tfirough a season 
beset by weeks of late rains and few victories. 
Poly Royal found the Mustangs fa!Ung into 
stride with a 3-2 victory over CCAA title con­
tender Fresno State College, in the first game 
of a double-header. 
Outstanding players on the squad were 
pitchers Jim Newkirk and Dick Simmons, center­
fielder Willis Hill, rightfielder lew Gentry (a 
1957 all-league outfield pick) and Bob Mannini, 
shifted from the.outfield to catcher in mid-season . 
Second baseman Joe Tomooka calmly forces 
out another Long Beach runner . 
.._ 
Row one, left to righT: P. Marcellin, F. Bubeck, M. Almond, D. Shaw, W. Hill , P. Tomooka . Row two: 
B. Mann ini, l. Gentry, D. Simmons, J. Newkirk, G. Calion, S. Whitesides . Row three: Coach Bill Hicks, 
D. Rogers, K. Eagleman, R. Kunze, B. Williams, l. Mitchell, J. Madden. 
Coach Hicks explain some of the fine paints of the "curve" to his pitching staff. 
No, you'd better stoy on second. The Long Beach pitching stoff boffled the 
Mustangs with their fantastic form . 
"You come bock in about ten years, and maybe we con fit you in." 
The opportunities of the Mustang Horse­
hiders look good for the coming 1959 season, 
as well as the following year. Nearly the entire 
first string, with the exception of senior Lew 
Gentry, will be returning for next year's slate. 
The balance of the squad are predominately 
lowerclassmen, assuring coach Hicks plenty of 
material. 
... R-1-K-E IllS-T-E-E •..Some people never do learn to tie their shoes. 
Above left, A brief ritual preceded each bout ot 
the JAPANESE OLYMPIC TEAM FUND-RAISING EX­
HIBITION WRESTLING MEET. Above, Although the 
Mustangs were defeated 20-13 by the skillful 
Japanese wrestlers, funds were ra ised to send the 
Poly team to the NCAA Tournament. 
Above right, Trickyl The J apanese entertained Poly 
with a Judo exhibition, also. 
left , Champion Mustang wrestler Tom Hall chats 
with members of the Japanese Olympic team. 
Right , ""Ah, so! Made il to the edge!" " 
left, ""Glad to know you·· says Bill Corcoran, left. 
Right, ··well, I tried , anyway ... 
Below left, The crucial momentl 
Below, right, Nice goingl The Exhibition Meet drew 
a crowd of at least 500. Below, "That's okay, it 
was fun!"" 
SWIMMINC 
Coach Dick Anderson's 1958 Mustang Swim­
ming Squad did quite well this year, due par­
ticularly to the record-breaking efforts of 1500­
meter star Gene Lenz. Another Poly great, top­
notch diver Jerry Googins, also boosted the team 
by racking up many, many points. 
Lenz earned a trip to the NCAA Finals, held 
at Ann Arbor Michigan this year, and competed 
against the nation's top champions. He placed 
third in the 1500-meter event, and fourth in the 
440 event. 
Left: Lenz warms up in the 1500-meter event , . . he 's broken 
the Poly record several times, as well as every other pool record 
"G'bye, coochie-woochiel"
"I hope the pool's full! " Jerry Googins does a "pike" off the high board. 
. . . and four to go! 
Clop-clop-clop-clop-clop . . . Varsity track squad. Row one, left to right: Bibler, Carroll, Wofford, Oberkamper, 
Calkins, Evans, Olzet. Row two: J. Jensen , coach, laffort, Wilson , Engler, Roll ion, 
Wilson. Row three : Weber, Shelton , Stratton, Ellis, Rolland . 
Performing before a student body audience of unusually high 
spirit, and preceded by a thorough publicity campaign (in­
cluding a considerable amount of speculation as to the out­
come of the man-versus-horse event, below) the 1958 Intra­
mural Track Meet was one of the best ever held at Poly. 
Highlights of the event were, of course, the man-versus­
horse affair, along with the women 's 70-yard dash. Also 
on the menu were thirteen other events, including a two­
mile run, the shot-put, and others . The Sophomore Class ran 
away with first place in the class division, receiving a per­
petual trophy. Diablo dorl')1 was awarded a plaque and 
$10 cash as the highest-scoring dormitory. Individual win­
Above: .. . Many styles of running were exhibitea at the well­
attended meet. 
Below: He 's feelin ' his Cheerias! 
ners also received trophies. 
To settle the age-old question, Mustang sprinter Vic Hall and World Champion Bull ­
dogger Marv Roberts, mounted on his horse G. Fern -Miss Twist, staged a 70-yard race 
.. . the horse won . 
Frank Johnson and his deady serve . .. He arches back ... . .. Drives at the bo ll .. . 
TENNIS 
This year 's tennis squad, coached by Ed Jorgensen, 
was the strongest team at Poly in several years, due 
particularly to the return of veteran stars Frank Johnson 
and Roger Hing. Another standout was sophomore Joe 
Leonard, of San Luis Obispo. 
Although an unusually rainy season resulted in a 
sparse schedule as well as restricted practice, the tennis 
team fought hard to better their respectable 1957 record . 
Vars ity tennis team. Row one, left to right: D. Ferguson , J. Leonard , D. Davis, C. Harber, R. Ring. Row 
two: Ed Jorgensen , coach, J. Eastin , manager, D. Lard, F. Johnson. 
Golf Team. Kneeling, left to right: K. Mayne, J. Forester, B. McBride, D. Prochnow. Standing: Dr. C. Don't hiccup! The 1958 Mustang Golfers dis­
Hanks, coach, C. Knickerbocker, W. Strong, T. McFadden, J. Fitzgerald, D. Wilson. played a lot of faith in one another. 
CCLF 
CYMN!STICS 
Zipl Herman Farlough scampers up the 
twenty-foot rope in 3 .5 seconds! 
Gymnastics team. Kneeling , left to right: D. Sherwood, R. Booth, capt., B. Shipman, H. Farlough, G. 
Wall . Standing: C. Platt, coach, W. Johnson, P. Francis, J. Alday, K. Burton, A. Pease, Dr. G. Noble, 
This looks painless, but try it sometime!coach. 
ItCDEC 
TE!M 
Kneeling-J . Roddy, G. Word, W. Nei lson. (l. to R.). Standing-R. Harris· F.A. , R. Freeman, 
l. Fann ing , M. Roberts. 
Cal Poly's Rodeo Team walked 
away with 800 out of a possible 
1800 points at the Intercolleg iate 
Rodeo in Fresno, with Larry Fanning, 
Hi-Point Cowboy, garnering more in­
dividual points than any team par­
ticipating . 
In addition to putting on the an ­
nual Poly Royal Rodeo, the team 
travelled to Oregon Technical Insti ­
tute, Univers ity of Arizona, Univer­
sity of Idaho, and Washington State 
College. 
June 15 will f ind the Rodeo Team 
in Colorado Springs for the National 
Intercolleg iate Finals, where Marv in 
Roberts will defend his Bulldogging 
Championship. 
Terry Bauer has a ''boll," while Judy Knotts looks on. 
Intramural Basketball Champs. Row 1' (l. to R.) D. Smithson , T. Ward, S. Varian , C. Bays. Row 2, 
C. Kaufman, G. Garten, P. Woods, K. White . 
WCMENS' 
1 INTn!MUn!LS 
I Women 's teams representing 
Chase, Heron, and Jesperson dorms 
and off-campus participated in a 
wide program of sports, including 
basketball. Chris Bays ' Chase Hall 
team wound up the season as cham­
pions for the second year in a row. 
Help! No brakes! 
Voodoo is also employed. 
Maybe four hands are better than twa.
"Here y'are" Pauline Woods warily gives ball to teammate . 
IN MEMCni!lVl 
James J . Thompson 
February 7, 1958 
James J . Thompson, Foundation accounting 
officer, came to Ca l Poly in 1944. "Jim," as he 
was known to his friends and colleagues, was 
largely responsible for the organization of the 
complex books now in use by Foundation . 
He brought his family to Cal iforni a during 
World War II, and was with the State Department 
of Finance fo r two years before coming to Cal 
Poly. 
Mr. James Neal, Thompson 's successor, re­
members him as a n avid Red Sox fan and a 
"swell guy to work with ." 
Robert C. Krag 
August 8 , 1957 
Bob Krag came to Cal Poly in 1953. He was 
a great sportsman and outdoorsman - once 
owned a 120 acre orange ranch - was a keen 
fisherman - owned a cabin cruiser. Krag was 
a top-notch safety expert, coming to Cal Poly 
with years of experience as a fire chief, fire in­
spection engineer, and safety instructor in South­
ern California. 
An old family friend, Mrs. Mansfield Her­
sey, recalls : He was full of fun , always kidding. 
Chief Krag will long be remembered by stu­
dents and staff as a good friend and a fine man . 
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